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Executive Summary
The goal of this document is to help build a framework for the
Muncie Public Art Commission (MPAC) that members can use when
establishing public art in the City of Muncie. While this document is
intended to provide a framework, it does not try to dictate the specific
art projects or pieces that should be created. Instead, this should
be left up to the committee and the public (more on this in another
section). A public art plan is a document that lays out stipulations,
procedures, and processes necessary to establish public art in the
City of Muncie, Indiana. The Muncie Public Art Plan will create a
mechanism for the Muncie Public Art Commission to choose public art
for the community of Muncie. This document directly serves the MPAC
or its designee and indirectly serves residents, visitors, students, families,
etc.
Several entities independently recognized the need to create a public
art plan for Muncie. Urban Planning instructor Lisa Dunaway wanted
to be involved with developing an art plan. At the same time, the
Muncie Arts and Culture Council contacted Dunaway, inquiring about
the opportunities to work with Ball State to develop a public art plan.
Serendipitously, a handful of students were also interested in this topic,
so this plan was born. Each entity has a vested interest in benefitting
the community and making lasting impacts on the City of Muncie.
This plan developed initially with research from numerous cities and
schools around the U.S. who have excellent art plans and are making
efforts to expand and enhance them. Some examples of these cities
include: Columbus, IN, Portland, OR, Toledo, OH, Kent, OH, and more.
Using these cities’ examples and ideas created a platform from which
students could begin their work.
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This group was emphatic about gleaning public input and opinion
from the beginning, looking to Muncie citizens to drive the type,
location, and underlying meaning of public art. Resident input was
also essential to mobilize implementation of these initiatives. In order
to stimulate discussion, students asked a series of questions at public
forums, and through online surveys. A list of the questions is below, but
more can be seen in the appendices.
•
•
•
•

Why are the arts important?
What is the character of Muncie?
Where do you want to see art in Muncie?
What would you define as art?

This document suggests many different types of art that would be
appropriate for Muncie: from interactive art to experiential art to visual
art and more. Understanding the differences between these art types
can be essential when deciding on locations for art pieces. Originally
this group believed people might have specific places in mind that
they would like to see public art (like street intersections, or in front
of specific buildings) but instead, most of the locations given by the
public in the survey were much more broad such as “downtown,” “in
neighborhoods,” “along the river,” or “in parks.” Each art piece will
need to be carefully considered to determine if the art type fits the
location. The type of art is also imperative when thinking about how
many people and who will come in contact with the site. The plan also
spends some time addressing the finances and some of the options
and opportunities for funding public art.
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Process
In order to develop this plan, students worked
with local business owners, residents, public and
elected officials, Ball State University students,
and other involved parties to gather input
and feedback. This plan will help to guide the
development of public art; as such, public
input was essential.
To begin the process of developing the Muncie Public Art Action Plan,
students from Ball State University’s Masters in Urban and Regional
Planning, under the leadership of Prof. Lisa Dunaway, were given
materials from the Muncie Public Art Committee (MPAC). These
individuals provided initial ideas and input about what they would like
to consider for the plan.
Students met as a group online to develop a baseline of
understanding for the plan. The next step was to research cities and
towns (that were similar to Muncie in one way or another) which have
existing public art plans. Students researched these communities and
summarized their work. (See Case Studies section). The case studies
were delivered to The MPAC, and committee members provided
feedback. Students accepted this feedback and continued to
research more information.
In order to make this plan applicable to the Muncie arts community,
it was important for students to reach out to regional stakeholders.
Prof. Dunaway and students developed a list of stakeholder and other
involved businesses. The list was divided evenly and each student
reached out to the entity they were assigned to. Those businesses,
organizations, or individuals are listed below:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

111 Arts Gallery and Tattoo Studio
Arts Place, Portland, IN
Cornerstone Center for the Arts
Muncie Civic Theatre
PROJECTiONE
StudioExhale

One major component of the beginning stages of the plan is the
public forum. The public forum was held during Muncie’s First Thursdays
event, held on June 2, 2016. Like many “First Thursday” or “First Friday”
events, Muncie art businesses, museums, and other entities open their
doors in the evening in an open house style setting, inviting guests to
attend, view their works, and celebrate a vibrant arts community.
Studio Exhale shared their facility with the students to use as the
public meeting. At this event, students had different stations set up,
asking passersby various questions, such as “What is the character of
Muncie?” and “Where would you like to see public art?” The summary
of these questions and responses can be found in the Survey Results
section. Nearly 100 people attended this open house meeting and
provided lively feedback. By and large, this information, along with
surveys distributed online drove this public art plan.
Students categorized the responses to the questions from the open
house and the survey responses into sections that ultimately served as
the framework for developing this plan. You all will see these responses
reflected throughout this document.
Students met weekly for eight weeks to discuss the progression of
the plan. Tasks were delegated and the professor tracked student
progress, sharing the development with the MPAC. Two drafts were
provided to the committee, and the feedback received from them
guided the final stages of the plan’s development.

Source: Heather Williams

Art in Muncie
“Public art in Muncie has a long history, stretching back to the Indiana
Gas Boom in the late 1880s. City officials, private individuals, non-profit
organizations, religious groups, and even cemeteries have sought to
enrich the lives of Muncie’s citizens by providing public artwork that
symbolizes or commemorates people, places, and events.”1
Muncie’s economic boom started with industry, much of which was
glass, silver, or steel. While these industries have, for the most part, left
the city, their influence remains strong. The Ball family has also left
their mark on the city in the form of physical art or grants for art within
Muncie. While the Ball family may be best known for their glass Ball
Jars, which have had a lasting impact, they have also donated many
of the pieces seen below.
There are a wide variety of art types and locations, some which are
well known, like The Appeal to the Great Spirit, The Passing of the
Buffalo, the Unity Bridge, and many others. Statues, monuments and
murals showcase aspects of Muncie which citizens can relate to and
enjoy. While Muncie has a good and solid base of art with which to
work, there are many areas which can be expanded, both in types
of art and locations of art, to enhance the public art scene for the
enjoyment of citizens and visitors alike. Public art in Muncie can also
be used to give residents a sense of pride for the neighborhood or
area in which they live, work and play and to emphasize and highlight
areas around the city.

Much of the information and examples below were gathered from the Muncie Arts and Culture Council website (munciearts.org) and the
Muncie Visitor’s Bureau website (visitmuncie.org).
1
Muncie Arts and Culture Council. “Muncie Public Art.” Muncie Public Art. 2015. Accessed May 25, 2016. http://munciearts.org/publicart/.
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Related to the Ball Family:

land on which their home was situated. This home burned in 1967 but
the columns survived. These are just one expression of the Ball family’s
legacy in the history of Minnetrista and the city of Muncie in general.

Columns
Artist: Unknown
Constructed: 1894
Dedicated: 1987

Figure 1: The Columns at the entrance to
Minnetrista4

Minnetrista Gazebo
Artist: Unknown
Installed / Dedicated: 1939
“William H. & Agnes Metzger
Ball built one of the first homes
in what became known
as Westwood, a housing
development in west Muncie.
In 1939, the Balls attended
the World’s Fair in New York.
There they saw a wrought iron
gazebo which was designed
by an artistworking for the
Nashville Foundry in Nashville,
Tennessee. The gazebo won
first place in the category “Best
Cast Iron Work of Art” at the
Figure 3: The Wishing Well positioned in
fair. The Balls purchased the
Minnetrista6
gazebo which was later given
to Minnetrista and is now the focal point of the rose garden.”3

Figure 2: The Gazebo is used for many
photo opportunities in Minnetrista5

These columns mark the entrance
to the popular Muncie site, the Minnetrista Cultural Center just north
of downtown. The columns are Indiana limestone and were originally
in front of the Frank C. Ball home which was named Minnetrista.2 The
name Minnetrista means “winding water” which refers to the tract of

Wishing Well
Artist: Unknown
Dedicated: 1998
This piece was originally purchased in Venice by the Balls. The Wishing
Well also was impacted by the 1967 fire at the Ball home, Minnetrista.
After the fire burned down their home, of which the Wishing Well was a
focal point of a garden on the grounds, it was moved to another Ball
home in Muncie, the home of Alexander and Rosemary Ball Bracken in
Westwood. “Mrs. Bracken was the daughter of Frank C. and Elizabeth
Brady Ball.

2 Vincent, Karen. “Fire at the Frank C. Ball Home.” Minnetrista Gathering Place. February 28, 2012. Accessed July 3, 2016. http://www.minnetrista.net/.
3 Muncie Visitors Bureau. “Arts and Culture.” Muncie Visitors Bureau. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://www.visitmuncie.org/.
4 Muncie Arts and Culture Council. “Public Art in Muncie.” Muncie Public Art. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://munciearts.org.
5 Abigail Overton, “Gazebo”, July 1, 2016.
6 Thomas, Courtney. “8 Perfect Picnic Spots at Minnetrista.” Minnetrista Gathering Place. June 9, 2016. Accessed July 3, 2016. www.minnetrista.net.
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Figure 4: Fountain of Joy along a path in Minnetrista9

Figure 5: Appeal to the Great Spirit located on the banks of the White River at the intersection of Walnut Street and Granville Avenue10

After Mrs. Bracken’s death, her Westwood home was given to Ball
State University for use as the university president’s home. The bronze
Wishing Well was given to Minnetrista in April 1998”.7

This is one of the most well-known statues in Muncie and one of many
Native American themed pieces. “It is a memorial to Edmund B. Ball
after his death in 1925. His family decided the replica of “Appeal
to the Great Spirit” would be a good memorial for him. It is cast in
bronze and was originally created by Cyrus Dallin in 1909 of a Plains
Indian.”8 Excerpts below are from a letter written by Edmund F. Ball
(Son of Edmund B. Ball, one of the original five Ball brothers who were
a founding family of Muncie.)
“This memorial statue, sculpted by the distinguished artist, Cyrus Dallin,
was first seen by my Mother in the Center Park of the City of Boston. It
was named “The Appeal to the Great Spirit.” It seemed to her to be
most fitting for my father’s memory because it expressed so many
attributes and interests of her husband.
When my mother saw this statue, she was determined that this was the
memorial for her husband she wanted, and this would be its location,

Fountain of Joy
Artist: Helen Farnsworth Mears
Installed / Dedicated: 1916
Like the columns and the Wishing Well, this statue was also located
at the Frank Ball home, which burned in 1967. This fountain is brass
and was moved to the Bracken house after the fire. It was relocated
to Minnetrista, and now sits behind the Ardagh Group house along
Minnetrista Boulevard.
Appeal to the Great Spirit
Artist: Cyrus Dallin
Created: 1909

7 Muncie Visitors Bureau. “Arts and Culture.” Muncie Visitors Bureau. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://www.visitmuncie.org/.
8 Muncie Visitors Bureau. “Arts and Culture.” Muncie Visitors Bureau. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://www.visitmuncie.org/.
9 Muncie Arts and Culture Council. “Public Art in Muncie.” Muncie Public Art. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://munciearts.org.
10 Muncie Visitors Bureau. “Arts and Culture.” Muncie Visitors Bureau. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://www.visitmuncie.org/.
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on the banks of the river. And, as my mother was a very determined
lady, the statue came to Muncie.
There are two full size “Appeal to the Great Spirit” statues. One, as I
mentioned, is in the Center of the City of Boston and the other is here
in the City of Muncie. Cyrus Dallin, the sculptor, came to Muncie to
approve the statue’s location, its surrounding landscaping and the
stone-masonry work on which it stands and is surrounded. I can state
positively that he approved, because I was there and I heard him.
I’m sure my Mother and Father both would be pleased with the
respect and honor which our citizens here respect and refer to this
statue. It has become the community’s emblem, symbol, signature-for
lack of better words.”11

Statues:
Courthouse Statues
Artist: Brentwood Tolan
Installed / Dedicated: 1887

Figure 6: Courthouse Statues on the coner of High Street and Washington Street12

These statues were located at the original Delaware County
Courthouse constructed in 1885 and are statues of a Delaware Chief,
Industry, and Agriculture. The courthouse was torn down in 1966
and the statues were moved to a small park to the north of the new
courthouse. Just recently, in 2013, the statues were moved to the
northwest corner of the courthouse where they reside today. As one
of the main vehicular entrances to the downtown, they are seen by
many people every day and is another one of the Native American
themed pieces in Muncie.
The Passing of the Buffalo
Artist: Cyrus Dallin
Installed / Dedicated: 1929
This statue is another one of the most well-known pieces in Muncie
and is connected with the Appeal to the Great Spirit. It was purchased
by Edmund F. Petty in honor of his father, Fred Petty, and is one of the
two iconic Dallin sculptures in the City of Muncie. In 1976, the bronze
sculpture was donated to the City of Muncie and was placed at its

Figure 7: The Passing of the Buffalo on the roundabout on the southern side of downtown Muncie13

11 City of Muncie. “History of Muncie.” History of Muncie. 2015. Accessed June 16, 2016. www.cityofmuncie.com.
12 The Community Foundation. “Historic Statues Symbolize Delaware County’s past.” The Community Foundation of Muncie and Delaware County. September 9, 2015. Accessed July 3, 2016. www.cfmdin.org.
13 Muncie Arts and Culture Council. “Public Art in Muncie.” Muncie Public Art. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://www.munciearts.org.
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current location in downtown Muncie in 2007.
Spirit of the American Doughboy
Artist: E.M. Viquesney
Created: 1934
Location: Elm Ridge Cemetery
The Spirit of the American Doughboy was created as a memorial to
those who fought in WWI. These statues were mass produced in the
1920s and 30s for many towns, cemeteries, schools, museums, etc. to
have and display. This statue is bronze, with a rifle in the left hand and
the right hand clutching a hand grenade.

Awakening Potential
Artist: Kenneth G. Ryden
Created: 2006
Location: The Youth Opportunity Center
This artwork was created by a local artist, Kenneth G. Ryden, in 2006.
It is 8.5 feet tall and shows a young girl and boy standing on a stump
with tree sprouts emerging from their hands. The symbolization of this
piece is very important and connected to the location of the piece.
“The sprouting tree symbolizes the awakening potential that lies within
a young person. Kenneth G. Ryden is a professional sculptor who has
created many public monuments for institutions and municipalities as
well as custom bronzes for private collections. He maintains a studio at
his Yorktown residence.”14

Murals:
Unity Bridge
Artist: Donnie Adams and Brian Blair
This mural is another well-known piece of art in Muncie and is a great
example of how important location is to the success and fame of an
art piece. This mural’s location is on one of the main drives into the
downtown from the south side of Muncie, “painted on both sides of
the rail underpass at Madison Street, just south of Charles Street at the
bridge.”15 This is a symbolic entrance into Muncie as well as a
physical entrance and this mural distinctly portrays this change.
The mural was “commissioned by the Mayor’s Youth Council and exists
between the symbolic ‘North’ and ‘South’ sides of Muncie.”18

Figure 8: Spirit of the American Doughboy
at Elm Ridge Cemetery16

Figure 9: Awakening Potential at the Youth
Opportunity Center17

ARF Mural
Artist: Brian Blair
Location: Animal Rescue Fund
Painted by Brian Blair, who also collaborated on the Unity Bridge with
Donnie Adams, for the Muncie Animal Rescue Fund on Riggin Road,
north of downtown Muncie and Ball State University.

14 Muncie Visitors Bureau. “Arts and Culture.” Muncie Visitors Bureau. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://www.visitmuncie.org/.
15 Muncie Arts and Culture Council. “Public Art in Muncie.” Muncie Public Art. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://munciearts.org.
16 Abigail Overton, “Spirit of the American Doughboy”, June 26, 2016.
17 Muncie Visitors Bureau. “Arts and Culture.” Muncie Visitors Bureau. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://www.visitmuncie.org/.
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Architecture:

Figure 10: Unity Bridge looking north into Downtown
Muncie21

Wysor Street Depot
This train depot is originally from Union Depot located at 630 S. High Street in Muncie. The building
was demolished in 1990, although “the stone along with other artifacts were saved and given to
the East Central Reinvestment Corp. which was leading the fight to save the station. ECRC has
given the stone to the Cardinal Greenway for use in the Wysor Street Depot for display outside of
the station.”19

Other:
5 Points Fountain
Artist: Unknown
Installed: 1911
Dedicated: 1971
At the beginning of the 1900s, there were designed horse watering fountains around the City
of Muncie, with money left by Herman Ensing. “Originally, 30 fountains were placed around the
city by 1911. In 1971, the fountain was moved to Heekin Park and rededicated. The fountain was
originally located at ‘5 Points’ in Muncie.”20

Figure 11: ARF Mural22

Figure 12: Wysor Street Depot23

Light Symphony
Artist: Stephen Knapp
Installed: 2006
Location: Ball State University, Sursa Hall
Sursa Hall on Ball State University’s campus has this unique artistic feature which is different from
many of the other art pieces around Muncie. Light Symphony uses a combination of colored
glass and light to create a work of art in the foyer of Ball State’s Music Instruction Building. The
dimensions are 23-by-40-feet and is a 3-D light painting by American artist Stephen Knapp.
This is not Knapp’s first light art work as “art critics have called Knapp’s light paintings the first
new art form of the 21st century.” Some of his better-known, large-scale light paintings and
glass sculptures include “Luminous Affirmations” in Tampa, Fla., and the “Crystal Quilt” in Lincoln,
Nebraska.”24

18 Muncie Arts and Culture Council. “Public Art in Muncie.” Muncie Public Art. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://munciearts.org.
19 Muncie Visitors Bureau. “Arts and Culture.” Muncie Visitors Bureau. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://www.visitmuncie.org/.
20 Muncie Arts and Culture Council. “Public Art in Muncie.” Muncie Public Art. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://munciearts.org.
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
23 Abigail Overton, “Wysor Street Depot”, July 1, 2016.
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Figure 13: 5 Points Fountain26

Figure 14: Light Symphony at Sursa Hall, Ball State University27

EXTESS
Artists: Adam Buente and Kyle Perry of PROJECTiONE
Installed: 2016
EXTESS is located on the corner of Main Street and Madison Street at
Cornerstone Park and was created by local artists. According to the
artists, the piece is representation of Muncie itself as “the growing
vibrancy of the city’s downtown and its eclectic nature has been
steadily increasing, and in reaction to this our artwork at Cornerstone
Park plays with perspectives and shifting movements.” As downtown
Muncie looks to the future, it is focused on the evolution of its identity
through new ways of thinking. This can be seen through the growth
of local businesses and support for art and culture. We intended to
represent these concepts physically through artwork that renders this
vision.” 25 The vibrant colors of the artwork and the size of the artwork
make it extremely easy to see and Cornerstone Park has additional
seating, attractive bioswales around it, and landscaping features that
add some natural beauty to the downtown.

24 Muncie Visitors Bureau. “Arts and Culture.” Muncie Visitors Bureau. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://www.visitmuncie.org/.
25 PROJECTiONE LLC. “EXTESS.” PROJECTiONE.com. 2009. Accessed July 3, 2016. www.projectione.com.
26 Muncie Arts and Culture Council. “Public Art in Muncie.” Muncie Public Art. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://munciearts.org.
27 Muncie Visitors Bureau. “Arts and Culture.” Muncie Visitors Bureau. 2015. Accessed May 28, 2016. http://www.visitmuncie.org/.
28 Abigail Overton, “EXTESS”, June 26, 2016.

Figure 15: EXTESS at Cornerstone Park28

Source: Lohren Deeg

Why art?
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the character of muncie

Introduction
On June 2, 2016, the Summer Urban Planning Graduate Studio
attended the First Thursday event held at Studio Exhale located at
the corner of Main and High St. in downtown Muncie. The students,
under the guidance of their professor Lisa Dunaway, set up five easel
pads which contained one question about Muncie; people visiting the
open house were encouraged to write their responses. These questions
were designated for public outreach and input. One of these
questions asked was “What is the character of Muncie?” The analogy
of the character of a superhero was given to show people a tangible
representation of what the students meant by “character.”

Purpose
Even though this question proved to be challenging to say the least,
it aspired many themes consisting of creative, poetic, sympathetic,
and critical responses. For example, one gentlemen described the
character of Muncie as a “Rotting Tree” where the City of Muncie had
forgone a vast history and grew to its height during the industrial era,
but as manufacturing and the industrial business grew less popular in

the city, Muncie, or the tree, fell over and began to rot. However, from
the nutrients of the rotting tree, or the knowledge and history from the
city, the concept of rebirth begins and new ideas and innovations
starts to grow from the city’s rich historic and resilient past. This
response and many others all play a critical role in aiding the support
and creation of the Public Arts Master Plan.

Incorporation
The responses gathered from the public will be used to inspire and
incorporate diverse and thematic art pieces throughout the city. Seen
in Figure 16, all the responses were categorized into three reoccurring
themes the public helped create. These themes or categories,
addressing the question about Muncie’s character, consist of diverse,
hidden culture, and resilient community. When artists and the Muncie
Public Arts Committee incorporate art into the city, these themes will
help guide the selection and creation of art that reflects the character
of Muncie according to the public.
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What is
theis character
ofMuncie?
Muncie?
What
the Character of
Hidden Culture

Access to Trails

Hesitant-engagement-point of view

Natural (White River)
Comforting-place that
doesn’t change too fast

Community Oriented

Strong Transportation Systems
Theater-Civic-Heorot

Friendly Village Feel
Blossoming

Blank Canvas

Divergent Group of People

Caring Art Community
Middle Town Americavalues-culture-ideas

Rotten Tree Poetry-Rebirth

Mixed Diversity vs.
Diversity-Sense of Place

Small Town AmericaLegacy
What a small town is
City-recreation
Industrial/deGlass History
Progress Drivenindustrialization
Established
Culture
Post WWII Vet-spirit of
hard laboring people
Creative Class
Underrated-good potential

Patchwork Quilt

Two-way Street of Opportunity
(Lonely Person Analogy)

Emerging Development

Dedicated-civic minded/philanthropic
Opportunity
Stubborn
Bouncing Back

Figure 16

Resilient Community

Insular

Diverse
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the importance of art

Figure 17: Open House Responses to “Why Are the Arts Important?”

The arts as a general idea can be used to
bring the community together, encourage
learning or creativity, and create a sense of
place. When specifically talking about why
art is important to Muncie, the opportunities
are much more abundant. Muncie is thriving
with bright and creative minds that are eager
to see more art and many are willing to make
it themselves.
Many believe that having more art within
Muncie can tell the story of Muncie’s history
and distinguish the community from others.
Arts are available to everyone, and anyone
can make them. Art crosses cultural, social,
and economic barriers. It gives local artists
and Muncie residents the opportunity to
express themselves as an individual or as a
whole and allow their skills to flourish.
Art within a community can help residents

Figure 18: Open House Responses to “What Do You Define As Art?”

establish identity for the future of Muncie.
People within the community can come to
identify with a piece of art; this encourages
conversation between residents in Muncie.
In addition for boosting pride within the
community and sense of place, an improved
cultural center within Muncie can be
important for economic development. When
businesses look to relocate, Muncie would
have an edge.
The aforementioned reasons for why art is
important to Muncie all have immense value
to the community, however one citizens input
stood out above the rest. When asked why art
is important, the response was, “Because they
can heal and improve the mind and soul.”
Art can act as a catalyst for the community
to come together, or heal, and create a safe
space for expression and learning for those
living, working, and studying within the city.

Answers to the question “What do you define
as art?” (Figure 18) ranged from tangible
products, such as murals and sculptures, to
philosophical, such as “mind-boggling” and
“life.” Respondents also identified other artistic
products such as bike racks, craft beer, and
different types of performances. Art is “fun
to look at or wear,” one person responded.
Some felt that art should be a reflection of
a certain point in history or generation while
others felt art should be timeless and relatable
to all ages and people. Many agreed that
any kind of art is a form of expression. One
quote reads as follows:
“Anything that stimulates mentally, visually,
sonically and makes you experience
something, whether it’s just a feeling of awe,
or wanderment, or just trying to figure out
what the hell something is. It can be anything
someone put creative juices toward to make
something unique.”

art typologies
Visual Art

This is the most common type of art found in communities. Visual art is
intended for observation by anyone who passes by it, from pedestrians
to cyclists to motorists. It is meant primarily for visual enjoyment
compared to other types of art, which will be explored later in this
section. This art can enhance both indoor and outdoor spaces.
Examples can be installation pieces, sculptures, murals, paste-ups,
graffiti, and even mixed media pieces.

Sculptures
Figures 19 and 20 depict two different locations of the LOVE Sculpture,
created by Robert Indiana. Both show areas where sculptures can
be found, especially in outdoor environments. Indiana Museum of Art
(IMA)’s sculpture (Figure 19) is located on a grassy lawn not visible to
the adjacent streets while New York City’s can be found on a busy
intersection at 55th Street and 6th Avenue (Figure 20). Both are

Figure 19: The LOVE Sculpture at the Indianapolis Museum of Art. Source: imamuseum.
org

17
exposed to different immediate audiences. IMA’s sculpture is only
accessible to visitors and is shielded from nearby automobile drivers
who could experience it while passing by. In New York City any
pedestrian walking along those streets can enjoy the sculpture. It also
is not barricaded by landscaping or other barriers similar to the one at
IMA. Both have a rule against touching the sculptures, but as depicted
in Figure 20, the rule is not commonly followed. This is not necessarily a
negative occurrence, especially if these are intended to be a public
art piece. The public can generally safely interact with sculptures
through touch, but mounting or climbing the pieces is not safe and
should be discouraged when possible. Maintenance is imperative to
extending the life of these art pieces.

Figure 20: The LOVE Sculpture in New York City. Source: museumchick.com
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Figure 23: Graffiti Alley in Baltimore, Maryland. Source: Caleb Ernest

Figure 21: The Kurt Vonnegut mural
Figure 22: A sidewalk mural near a rain on the
at 345 Massachusetts Avenue in
Lansing River Trail in Michigan. Source: Chelsea
Indianapolis. Source: herron.iupui.edu Fenimore

Murals
Murals can be used to communicate messages to their observers,
like the sidewalk mural on the Lansing River Trail in Figure 22. In this
instance, the message is to combat and prevent pollution near
a drain. This art draws attention to an often-overlooked integral
component of the streetscape while also communicating the
importance of keeping the nearby river clean. Other murals may
honor a notable figure historically for the particular community, like
the Kurt Vonnegut mural, which pays homage to the Indianapolis
native (Figure 21). This particular mural faces a busy intersection along
Massachusetts Avenue and has become a landmark to visitors and
residents.

Figure 24: Wicker Park street art in Chicago, Illinois. Source: Lohren Deeg

Street Art
Street art may include murals like those previously discussed, but in
particular this art may be more spontaneous. It is done by anyone of
any age and can illustrate people’s perspectives on the surrounding
space or community among a variety of other topics. This type of art
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may not have been commissioned by the regulatory body but is still
valuable to defining a community, especially neighborhoods. Street
art can beautify blank, lifeless façades and activate the surrounding
environment. Graffiti Alley (Figure 23) in Baltimore, Maryland, has
defined what would have been a forgotten, unsightly alley and
residents are proud of the space. Figure 24 illustrates one of many
examples of street art in Wicker Park, a neighborhood within Chicago,
Illinois.

Site Criteria
This type of art should be found in high traffic areas to give passersby
something visually intriguing to observe. Art pieces should be in a
place which protects them from direct physical contact, but this does
not always happen. Many of the examples pictured are within easy
contact from passersby despite potential signage directing otherwise.

Large Installations
Large art pieces can be used to define their surroundings. The Tent
(Figure 25), located at White River State Park, signifies the checkered
flags of the Indianapolis 500. The 500 stainless steel panels move
with the wind, making it a more-dynamic art piece compared to
some statues or sculptures. Her Secret Is Patience, seen in Figure 26,
floats over a park near the light rail station, Arizona State University’s
downtown campus, and Central Station. This is an example of a mixed
media piece as well as a large installation.

Figure 26: Her Secret is Patience in downtown Phoenix, Arizona. Source: dtphx.org

Figure 25: The Tent sculpture at White River State Park. Source: civicartproject.com

Figure 27: The Unity Bridge on Madison Street. Source: munciearts.org
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Figure 29: Street performers in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Source: directory.dasfort.com

Figure 28: The Delaware County Bison. Source: Denise King

Figure 31: Riverside Park Ampitheater in Rushville, Indiana.
Source: McGowan Designs.
Figure 30: Street performers in New Orleans, Louisiana. Source: digitaljournal.com

Visual Art in Muncie
Muncie has several visual art pieces already.
These two examples of different types of
visual art in Muncie were created by local
artists. The Unity Bridge mural (Figure 27) was
commissioned to unite the north and south
sides of Muncie. Delaware County held a
competition to decorate the county’s bison

sculpture as part of the Bison-Tennial. Denise
King was selected based on her prototype
(Figure 28), and the large bison art piece will
be revealed during the Bicentennial festivities.

Experiential
Experiential art is intended for observation
but not necessarily immersion or interaction.

It engages more than the visual senses and
provokes thoughtful, emotional responses
from viewers. This is distinct from interactive
art, which will be discussed later, as people
are observing the art taking place around
them but not participating themselves in it.
This can be educational or honor a historic
site or event.
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Figure 33: Conner Prairie Interactive History Park in Fishers,
Indiana. Source: nytimes.com

Figure 32: Jay Pritzker Pavillion in Chicago, Illinois. Source: Lorhen Deeg

Performance Art

Auditory Art

Performance art is shown through movement
and sounds that an individual or group of
individuals displays for others. It can be dance
or mime or anything that involves expression
using the body. BuskerFest (Figure 29)
celebrates a wide variety of street performers,
who perform throughout downtown Fort
Wayne for an evening. “Busking” is another
term for performing in public places. Street
performers are prevalent in New Orleans’
French Quarter, from dancers (as seen
in Figure 30) to living statues to balloon
makers, all of which activate the performers’
surrounding environment.

Auditory art comes in the form of song
or poem and can be combined with
performance art in the form of a play.
Rushville’s Riverside Park Amphitheater hosts
a popular summer concert series in east
central Indiana, one of which is shown in
Figure 31. It transformed a neglected open
space prone to flooding into a community
hub for live entertainment. More features
are added every year, including food trucks
and games for attendees. The structure
can also be rented for other events, such
as weddings and family gatherings. The Jay
Pritzker Pavilion (Figure 32) hosts a variety of

Figure 34: Benjamin Franklin’s home memorial in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Source: visitphilly.com

live entertainment in Millennium Park. Other
events, such as yoga and tai chi, take place
on the lawn during the summer months.
While these two examples provide a space
for auditory art, these spaces have a flexible
use and are an attractive feature for the
community.

Historical Art
Historical art celebrates an area’s past and
culture. This can be through a structure or
monument for observation and reflection, like
that in Figure 34. Alternatively, it can immerse
people in the environment and serve as an
area’s “living time capsule.” Conner Prairie
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is a living history museum that preserves William Conner’s home. It
recreates 19th century life along Indiana’s White River and attracts
families and students from across the state. Visitors of all ages
come to the park to walk around homes from that time period and
experience how people lived at that time. Children can participate
in activities which were popular with children during that time (Figure
33). As seen in Figure 34, a steel frame now stands where Benjamin
Franklin’s house once stood as part of the Benjamin Franklin
Museum. The structure pays tribute to a notable historic figure’s
home, especially as a part of a museum.
Figure 35: Artist Alley in Kokomo,
Indiana. Source: kokomotribune.com

Memorials

Figure 39: John M. Craddock Wetland Nature
Preserve. Source: Paige Story

Memorials within a city are seen as statues; however, this type of
art can also educate the history of a space. These memorials do
not only extend to people. For example Kokomo celebrates its rich
history in the automobile industry by including a replica of an 1894
Haynes Pioneer in its Artist Alley located downtown (Figure 35). One
of many memorials in Washington, D.C., The Lone Sailor (Figure 36)
pays tribute to all personnel of naval services as part of the greater
United States Navy Memorial.

Figure 36: The Lone Sailor in Washington, D.C. Source: flickr.com

Site Criteria
This type of art should provide space for performers or art pieces
as well as crowds to gather. Experiential art could also celebrate
historic events or sites. Art pieces could be located at the exact
sites of the historic events, or they could be in the general vicinity
depending on existing conditions.

Experiential Art in Muncie

Figure 37: A concert held at Canon
Commons in downtown. Source:
Lohren Deeg

Shown in Figure 37, Canan Commons is a downtown park which
hosts several community events, such as concerts, summer movies,
and seasonal activities including New Year’s Eve and the Christmas
tree lighting. The John M. Craddock Wetland Nature Preserve
(Figure 39) has transformed into an outdoor education center
for Muncie residents of all ages. Ball State students have helped
improve the project through design/build courses by constructing
walkways and the amphitheater pictured here. In both examples,

Figure 40: The Indy art piece along Massachusetts
Avenue in Indianapolis. Source: art-strategies.com
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people experience either some form of entertainment or
experience nature through immersion and education.

Interactive
Interactive art is intended to be used by anyone of any
age, inviting users to touch, explore, and interact with the
piece. These pieces are mostly found in outdoor spaces
but could still be implemented to a degree indoors.
Examples can be water features, climbable surfaces,
inclusive art, and even playable instruments.

Inclusive Art
Figure 41: A giant interactive chess board in Seattle, Washington. Source: seattletimes.com

Figure 42: Dede Plaza fountain at Indiana State University.
Source: commons.wikimedia.org

The Indy sculptures, seen in Figure 40, are scattered
throughout downtown Indianapolis and at other key
points in the metro area, with some pieces rotating in
location. They invite passersby to become part of the
piece by creating the “I” in “Indy.” These were part of a
campaign by Visit Indy and Indianapolis Cultural Trail that
began in April 2015. While it was originally intended to end
in October of the same year, the project’s popularity kept
the pieces around. This is an example of how temporary
art could become permanent fixtures in the community. In
Seattle’s Occidental Park (Figure 41), a chess board allows
users to move large chess pieces. These do not have
limited movement from tethering or another attachment
like some art pieces may have.

Figure 43: A fountain in Washington,
D.C.’s Mosaic District. Source:
Chelsea Fenimore

Figure 44: A public art piano in Fishers,
Indiana. Source: currentinfishers.com

Water Features
Splash pads and fountains in public spaces give people
the opportunity to cool off in the water. Many of these do
not have a border encasing them; instead, jets project
water directly from the plaza surface, giving access to
all users. These can be single streams vertically projecting
into the air or convening into one area. Indiana State
University students enjoy the tradition of running through
Dede Plaza fountain, shown in Figure 42. Figure 43 is a

Figure 45: The Big Piano at FAO
Schwartz in New York City, New York.
Source: youtube.com
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Figure 46: The Old Washingon Street Festival. Source: visitmuncie.org
Figure 48: A colorful bus shelter with poetry in Indianapolis. Source: nomeandcity.com

Figure 47: SoftMatter, a temporary interactive piece in Muncie. Source: Kyle Johnson

water feature located outside the Angelika
Film Center in Washington, D.C.’s Mosaic
District. Users have the option of touching the
jets of water with their hands or feet or even
run through the line of jets to cool their bodies.

Playable Instruments
As part of the nationwide “I AM PIANO”
project, Fishers has several differentlythemed pianos painted by artists around
town, including Figure 44, which encourages

Figure 49: A wooden BUS piece in Baltimore, Maryland.
Source: govexec.com

passersby to play the instrument. At the FAO
Schwarz building in New York City, The Walking
Piano, also known as The Big Piano, is built into
the floor. When someone steps on the keys,
they light up and play the particular note,
allowing them to create music and songs.
Figure 45 is a video demonstrating the piano
in action, played to the tune “Heart and
Soul,” made famous by the movie Big.
Site Criteria
This type of art should be accessible and safe

for all users, and it should also accommodate
multiple users. Along with safety, the site
should be well lit at the times it is expected
to be used. Some pieces may be located in
a park or area that operates during certain
times of the day, meaning it may potentially
require lighting to keep the piece clearly
visible and safe.

Interactive Art in Muncie
Shown in Figure 46, the Old Washington
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Figure 50: A dinosaur
bench at Bryan Park in
Bloomington, Indiana.
Source: bloomington.in.gov

Figure 53: A bike rack along the Carinal Greenway.
Source: Paige Story

Street Festival is traditionally held in
September. Downtown neighborhoods,
including Old West End and East Central,
gather to remember the Gas Boom Era in
Muncie. SoftMatter, created by local artists
PROJECTiONE, was a 2015 interactive art
piece located in downtown Muncie (Figure
47). This is also an example of a temporary

Figure 52: A chain sculpture
and bike rack in Lansing,
Michigan. Source: Chelsea
Fenimore.

Figure 51: The Lotus bench in Broomfield, Colorado.
Source: photos.dailycamera.com

Figure 54: A bike rack at IU Health Ball Memorial Hospital. Source: Kyle Johnson

piece that highly encouraged users to climb,
jump, and interact with it. The piece can be
taken apart and put back together for future
use.

Functional
Functional art is intended to serve a particular
purpose and can be duplicated or replicated

several times. Items that are mass produced,
though, are not considered art. These should
be unique pieces as part of a series in a
community, from benches to bus shelters to
bike racks.

Bus Shelters
Bus shelters can also function as art pieces.
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Figure 55: Denver Chalk Art Festival. Source: theworldbyroad.com

Along the Indianapolis Cultural Trail, as seen in Figure 48, bus shelters
depict lines of poetry on brightly colored glass. Figure 49 shows a

Figure 57: Nessie on the Grant in ArtPrize 2009. Source: historygrandrapids.org

Bike Racks
Bike racks can act as sculptures or independent works of art while still
fulfilling their intended purpose. One example is a sculpture along the
Lansing River Trail, which is also located near a restaurant and other
attractions (Figure 52). This can serve as a standalone art piece or be
a functional piece of streetscape or sidewalk infrastructure.

Figure 56: Stick-to-it-ive-ness in ArtPrize 2012. Source:
experiencegr.com

piece in Baltimore that serves as both a bench and a shelter with
areas to sit, climb, and even crawl into when waiting for a bus. Both of
these examples demonstrate the potential for different construction
materials.

Benches
Benches can be made of nearly any material as long as there is a
surface for sitting, expanding the artistic possibilities. For example, a
dinosaur bench in a Bloomington park was made of Indiana limestone
to pay homage to a native material (Figure 50). In Broomfield’s Tom
Frost Reservoir, the Lotus bench provides two benches as well as a
back to lean against (Figure 51).

Site Criteria
This type of art should serve a certain purpose for an area. What may
be a common forgotten hardscape piece can be transformed into
unique functional art. These provide an opportunity to celebrate the
area’s culture and site’s history as well as make a statement.

Functional Art in Muncie
At a Cardinal Greenway trailhead, users can find a bike rack shaped
like a cyclist, conveniently located next to a trail map (Figure 53).
More recently, Ball Memorial Hospital added a bike rack outside their
entrance in the shape of a stethoscope (Figure 54).

Temporary Art
Temporary art installations can generate interest in public art in a
variety of locations. These are opportunities for emerging artists
to share their talent with the community. Art can be a temporary
component of an event and gather individuals around it. It can
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Figure 58: Frog Baby fountain on Ball State’s campus. Source: behindthelensofacanon.
wordpress.com

Figure 59: The Wave Field by Maya Lin. Source: Lisa
Dunaway

became a temporary landmark for a
point of interest. Pieces can also travel to
different points within a city or across a
region. Temporary art can include any of the
aforementioned art types.
The annual Denver Chalk Art Festival gathers
artists to create sidewalk art like that seen
in Figure 55. Since chalk is the medium, the
art lasts for a short period of time after its

Figure 60: A mime performing in London, England. Source: london.bsuatthegames.com

Figure 61: A wooden xylophone in a forest in Kyushu, Japan. Source: adweek.com

creation. The festival features professional
chalk artists, known as Madonnari, alongside
amateur and student artists alike from around
the country.
ArtPrize is an annual arts festival held in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Over a span of
nineteen days each fall, artists from across the
state and country place a variety of pieces
throughout downtown, indoors and outdoors,

for a limited time. Some pieces utilize their
surroundings, like Stick-to-it-ive-ness (Figure 56)
and Nessie on the Grand (Figure 57), both on
the Grand River. At the end of the festival, the
pieces are removed and may be relocated
to another place for viewing.

Unintentional Art
Some art pieces are created with one
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found on the North Campus of the University of Michigan. This type
of art requires a different approach than any previous example. The
majority of these examples have the ability to be moved to a various
degree. Being built into the landscape itself, the original piece cannot
be moved—only recreated in a different location. Land form art also
presents unique maintenance challenges. The shape of the land forms
may complicate any mowing or grass trimming to maintain them.

International Art
While the aforementioned art is located in the United States, art is
found worldwide. Figures 60 through 62 illustrate a few examples from
other countries.

Figure 62: A hydraulophone at the Ontario Science Centre. Source: upload.wikimedia.
org

purpose in mind by the artist. When placed in a space though, the
users may find a different purpose altogether for it. Frog Baby (Figure
58) is a statue within a fountain located on Ball State University’s
campus. Students interact with the piece by climbing into the water to
cool off during warm weather. They also commonly interact with Frog
Baby by rubbing her nose for good luck on exams. Students also dress
her in different clothing depending on the time of year; for example,
she may be found with a hat and scarf during the winter months,
holiday-relevant clothing, and school colors during Homecoming
or graduation. This is an example of an art piece that may not be
marketed as an interactive piece, but users have transformed it into
one, despite rules against this.

Street performers include mimes, who silently interact with people in
public spaces. Ball State students captured this particular performing
mime during the 2012 Winter Olympics in London, seen in Figure 60.
Japanese filmmakers created a large wooden xylophone which plays
Johann Sebastian Bach’s “Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring,” seen in Figure
61. A wooden ball rolls down, striking each tuned bar a single time
to create the notes from the song. It was created solely to market a
Japanese cell phone, which itself promoted the Japanese forestry
industry, but gained international popularity after the advertisement
was posted online.
Shown in Figure 62, the Ontario Science Centre installed a
hydraulophone, which combines water and a pipe organ. This
instrument allows users to create music by manipulating water jets,
which change the pitch from the corresponding pipe.

Land Form Art
As seen in Figure 59, Maya Lin designed the Wave Field, which is

Source: projectione.com

Source: Kyle Johnson

stakeholder input
Stakeholders within the Muncie community were interviewed by
students to get their opinion on public art: what it includes and why
it is important, locations they would like to see public art in Muncie,
and the character of Muncie. Many local businesses in Muncie were
contacted; these stakeholders were chosen because of their high
involvement within the Muncie community and, more specifically, the
Muncie art community. Responses received came from Muncie Civic
Theatre, Arts Place in Portland, IN, 111 Arts Gallery and Tattoo Studio,
Cornerstone Center for the Arts, and PROJECTiONE.
Many of these groups emphasized the importance of art within
a community, stating that art nurtures the well-being of those it
touches. Art can provoke thought and challenge the normal status
quo throughout the community in which it resides. Art is also thought
of as a connector throughout the city; by allowing those of all
socioeconomic backgrounds to participate in the art that is available.
Location for art within the community is another factor which was
frequently brought up by the stakeholders. Many focused on a
grassroots approach when discussing the location for art. Stakeholders
stated that neighborhoods should have art and even more so have
some power to pick and place art within their neighborhoods.
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neighborhood input

Gatewood Neighborhood:
What is the character of your neighborhood? (For example, Iron Man is
a popular comic book character. If you were to describe his character
to people, what would you say? ...So, if your neighborhood were a
character in a book or movie, how would you describe it?)
Historical, upscale, eclectic, professionally diverse, welcoming, green
and well-forested!
Where do you want to see art in your neighborhood?
At the gates at the intersection of University Avenue and Forest
Avenue.
What type(s) of art would you like in your neighborhood?
A legible 3D sculpture sign of the neighborhood name: GATEWOOD
made of iron or stone or wood -- we don’t have a park or any true
public space to locate art and the historical Kitselman home is a BSU
property, the VBCCI.
Please tell us anything else you’d like us to know about art and/in your
neighborhood.
Pat Nelson BSU sculptor and Art professor lives in our neighborhood
and she would be a great resource for students working on art in our
neighborhood, thanks for asking, Dlynn Melo, GNA president.

Pettigrew Acres Park Neighborhood:
What is the character of your neighborhood? (For example, Iron Man is
a popular comic book character. If you were to describe his character
to people, what would you say? ...So, if your neighborhood were a
character in a book or movie, how would you describe it?)
Moses - Many older residents (widows and widowers); Lots of great
things happening; People working together for a common goal.
Where do you want to see art in your neighborhood?
At the entrance of the subdivision.
What type(s) of art would you like in your neighborhood?
I don’t have a specific style or design in mind.

Please tell us anything else you’d like us to know about art and/in your
neighborhood.
Pettigrew Acres used to be a horse race track. The original properties
were owned by 4 or 5 families, one of whom was the Pettigrews. I
don’t remember the rest of the history, but the art should recognize
the history of the neighborhood.

Old West End Neighborhood:
What is the character of your neighborhood? (For example, Iron Man is
a popular comic book character. If you were to describe his character
to people, what would you say? ...So, if your neighborhood were a
character in a book or movie, how would you describe it?)
Diverse (socially and economically), historic, caring, urban, “rough
around the edges”.
Where do you want to see art in your neighborhood?
In high visible areas, near parks, bridges, and bus stops. Where people
gather.
What type(s) of art would you like in your neighborhood?
Sculpture, statues, street art, murals.
Please tell us anything else you’d like us to know about art and/in your
neighborhood.
The Old West End is the first neighborhood to install a public art piece
in a neighborhood in Muncie. Our residents love to support the arts,
make art, and benefit from art. Muncie’s Makers’ Market is now held in
the Old West End.

South Central Neighborhood:
What is the character of your neighborhood? (For example, Iron Man is
a popular comic book character. If you were to describe his character
to people, what would you say? ...So, if your neighborhood were a
character in a book or movie, how would you describe it?)
Open, honest, willing to do what it takes to get the job done, full
of dreams for a beautiful future. Our neighborhood likes to play
basketball, grill out, and go on walks with friends.
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Where do you want to see art in your neighborhood?
EVERYWHERE! We have been discussing a mural at 8th and Walnut.
Also, we would like a sculpture on Walnut on the east side of the street
near downtown. Putting art by the railroad tracks is desirable as well as
an extension of the downtown gateway at Walnut. Walnut Street is our
current big project, but 8th Street is the other main thoroughfare that
could use some beautification.
What type(s) of art would you like in your neighborhood?
Street murals, building murals, sculptures (just saw some really cool
ones made with tires in Chicago’s Millennium Park), benches (esp.
near common bus stops).
Please tell us anything else you’d like us to know about art and/in your
neighborhood.
This is one of our current top neighborhood priorities and we’ve
been discussing it at our meetings over the last few months. We are
determined to change our neighborhood’s perception -- both its selfperception and its perception from outsiders -- and art is a great way
to do that. Our association self-identifies as dreamers and doers. We
would love to see this dream become a reality
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public survey results

Public art is created, displayed and enjoyed by the public and
should incorporate ideas from residents and visitors alike. One way
to understand and incorporate their ideas and thoughts is by asking
a series of open-ended questions. This form of gathering public input
serves as a way to hear what the public has to say, and allows them
to participate in efforts to improve the community. The public’s input
is crucial to the Muncie Public Art Plan because their thoughtful
answers help develop a guideline for the art plan to follow. As the plan
becomes finalized and is ready for incorporation, the public’s answers
become the root and inspiration used to aid and create many
sections in the plan.
Why are the arts important?
This question is critical for determining what art means to the public in
Muncie. The answers help formulate an overall sense for art and aid in
the approach of incorporating art into the city.

Figure 64

Where do you want to see public art in Muncie?
When a plan is complete and the process nears implementation,
information about where art should be placed is vital for successful
placement.

Figure 63

What is the character of Muncie?
Though a challenging question in any scenario, it is important to
understand how the public views the character of their city. These
answers demonstrate how art can be created from an individual’s
interpretation of the character of Muncie.

Figure 65
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What would you define as art?
This question helps form the array of possibilities for methods of artwork.
When defining art, the public aids in the process of selecting what
type of artwork is most often thought of and considered.

Figure 66

Do you attend “First Thursdays” downtown? Why or why not?
“First Thursdays” is an active and welcoming event where many can
gather in downtown Muncie to collaborate their thoughts on art and
other topics of interest. Understanding why the public does or does not
attend this event encourages reasoning for public participation and
outreach for the love of art.

Figure 67

Source: visitmuncie.org

implementation
When public art is selected there is usually a selection panel,
sometimes referred to as an advisory committee or council, who are
tasked with choosing artists’ submissions for a public art project. The
purpose of this selection panel is to decide which artist and how many
submissions are selected for a particular art project.

How is Art Chosen?
According to Kent State’s Public Art Plan, selection panels typically
include people who are familiar with public art and people who are
not so familiar with public art. This allows a diverse group of people
and opinions to help choose the art piece. This way the entire
community is represented and interested individuals are included
when selecting art pieces. Neighboring communities’ art plans such as
Kent State’s Public Art Plan, the Columbus Art Commission and Fishers
Community Art Master Plan all include a process where a Request for
Proposal (RFP) is advertised. This RFP serves as a way to solicit an ad
for artists, local, national, or even international to create artwork for
the community. In these examples a RFP always provides the highest
quality and quantity of artists interested. In most cases, depending on
the size and scope of the project, the RFP process will be preceded
by a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) process. Both processes are
important when determining an artist in the development of a public
art piece. The RFQ is a quicker and more direct way to collect the
talents of many artists in a short amount of time. This process allows
artists just compensation for their preliminary work. Further explanation
of the RFQ and RFP processes will be explained later in this document
(on page 49).

Reasoning for RFP and RFQ selection processes
In the City of Atlanta’s Public Art Master Plan, they recommend
notifying “all artists on the registry informing them of upcoming
projects and requesting letters of interest. RFPs will indicate the variety
of methods available to artists for creating art projects in compliance
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with the ordinance.”29 As in Atlanta, this process helped the city select
an artist who demonstrated the ability to spend time researching what
type of artwork would best fit the location, culture and history of the
area. Other cities that incorporate a RFP process include Minneapolis’s
Plan for the Arts and Culture and the City of Emeryville’s Public Art
Program.
Likewise the Public Art Commission for Massachusetts Avenue in
Cambridge utilizes a RFQ process, which highlights a clear description
of the site where the artwork will be placed, and artist selection
criteria. Furthermore, the 2013 Americans for the Arts, Artist Selection
Resource Guide demonstrates an organized layout for selecting artists
and both processes include the application of an RFQ. As stated in
this guide, a RFQ allows “a wide range of artistic styles [that can] can
be viewed and a committee has the ability to discuss the merits as it
applies to the project.”30

Community Art Selection Rubric
To help with the selection of submissions from RFPs or RFQs, a
Community Art Selection Rubric has been attached to this document
in the appendix (on page 100-101) to serve as a guide when judging
art submissions. The rubric is based on a point system where, only
after allocating all the points to each individual’s art submission, the
submissions with the highest overall points are declared the finalists.
To narrow down the finalists, it is highly recommended to accept
the finalists whose total points are in the top 20% of highest scoring
submissions with a minimum of at least 3 submissions to proceed
further.
This rubric demonstrates an efficient and easy-to-use process in
determining finalists for an art selection. In the Fishers Community Art
Master Plan, a similar rubric was used as the basis for this creation.
Their plan offers a rubric with a simple scoring system and offers

29 Bureau of Cultural Affairs, “City of Atlanta Public Art Master Plan,” 2001, Department of Parks, Recreation and Cultural Affairs, accessed June 28th, 2016, http://www.ocaatlanta.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Atlantas-Public-ArtMaster-Plan.pdf.
30 Public Art Network, “Artist Selection Process Resource Guide, 2013, Artist Selection Resource Guide, accessed June 28th, 2016, http://www.americansforthearts.org/sites/default/files/pdf/2014/by_program/networks_and_councils/public_
art_network/Artist%20Selection%20Process%20Resource%20Guide%202013-draft.pdf.
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straightforward questions and statements with proficiently swift results.
As a result, the City of Fishers’ rubric and fast process determines a
finalist(s) who best fit the criteria for developing artwork in their city.

Deciding the Finalists
Once the finalists have been chosen by the Muncie Public Arts
Committee, the final art submissions will be released to public vote for
a period of 30 days.
During a First Thursday event held at Studio Exhale in downtown
Muncie, the public expressed foremost interest that the art be
selected by the public. The public who attended this event, along
with those who responded to an online survey, produced numerous
responses indicating how important it would be if the final selection of
art was decided by the public.
In these 30 days a combination of voting methods can be utilized.
One method consists of an advertisement in the newspaper to vote,
which would not only span to those without access to technology, but
would also raise positive awareness to the public that the art process is
being taken seriously. Another option would be a website with a ballot
setup allowing the public online access to vote for a finalist. After the
30 day duration has expired the votes will be automatically counted
on the website and a winner will be declared.

Selecting the Location
From the open house event at First Thursday and collecting a
multitude of responses to the online art survey, the public expressed
significant interest in where to place art within the city. The crucial
response that aspired from the public’s input was geared towards
locations where there are vacant parcels. Many vacant parcels
would provide the opportunity to create a successful use of the
land while also providing space aesthetically pleasing to residents
and visitors alike. Refer to the Vacant Properties Map for observation
of all vacant parcels. Likewise, refer to the Existing Art Map to see
the existing artwork throughout the city. This map combined with
the Vacant Properties Map demonstrates the importance of where
artwork could be placed. With existing artwork serving as a proximity

indicator to place new art elsewhere within the city and vacant
properties showcasing strong location opportunities, these maps offer
recommendations for starting points and guidance for the placement
of artwork throughout the city.
Another location frequently mentioned at the open house and online
survey was placement of art in busy intersections. Responses collected
explained as a resident or visitor, art would engage the public’s
interest. One response suggested a variety of busy intersections with
“major thoroughfares moving towards the heart of the city” such as
“Walnut, Madison, Memorial, Centennial, Wheeling, Bethel, University,
McKinley, McGalliard and along the White River Greenway.” Other
reasoning for busy intersections is the unexpected discovery and
surprised reaction to those who see it. A response from the online
survey supports this idea by saying “I would really like to see it in places
people are least likely to expect it in hopes that it allows all people
to enjoy it and not any specific socio-economic group.” These would
also be possible locations to guide the installation of artwork.
Many of those who gave responses at the open house and online
survey indicated how vital neighborhood art would be to the diverse
communities throughout the city. One response stated “often times
we focus on big names and big projects that only serve a few. I would
love to see this pared down so that neighborhood communities
could have art in their own back yards as it were.” Similarly, another
response expressed “why doesn’t someone ask those neighborhood
groups what they want? They need to develop some community pride
in & take responsibility for any installations located there if the art is to
survive. This is true of all neighborhoods.” These responses along with
many others all spur the idea of placing artwork in neighborhoods. This
would be another possible location for artwork.
Please refer to the following section for more detail on selecting art
locations.

art locations
Muncie currently boasts a number of public art pieces throughout the
city. Many of these pieces are detailed in the “History of Muncie Public
Art” section of this plan. Additionally, these areas have been mapped
in Figure 69.
During the initial open house in early June 2016, students asked the
public several questions, one of which was “Where do you want to
see public art?” While a few people listed specific locations, there
were a lot of responses with general locations. Answers to this question
are listed below with a description of ideas or rationales from the
respondents.

Locations of Public Art
Canan Commons
Canan Commons is a public art facility in downtown Muncie (south
of Charles Street between Walnut & Mulberry) that is used for outdoor
activities like summertime movies and music or New Year’s Eve
celebrations. Several residents indicate that this would be a prime
location for interactive art as well as performance art. In particular,
they noted, that it would be a prime location for children’s interactive
art that invites wonder & exploration.
Parks
Muncie boasts several other parks throughout the city, many of which
are void of public art.
Each of these parks should be considered for public art locations. They
also offer unique opportunities to showcase neighborhood-specific
art and also highlight features that are specific to that park. These are
all locations that would be good to consider for public art locations.
Specifically, residents cited Heekin Park as a great place to install
public art pieces.
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Along the River
Muncie has one major natural attraction, which should be embraced
and showcased through the use of public art. The White River runs
east-west through the heart of Muncie. Recently, the City has taken
steps to embrace the river through clean-ups and new infrastructure.
The river could be used as a backdrop to public art, or conversely
public art could highlight the river. One resident mentioned that she
likes to read under an old shade tree on a flat, open area near the
White River. And although this spot is public space, it is tremendously
under-utilized because there are no benches or other amenities that
invite residents to go there. Turning these areas into inviting spots that
welcome residents and visitors is crucial to the plan for public art. This
also makes Muncie’s spaces more interactive and people feel more
connected to the City, which prompts ownership & responsibility. The
White River is depicted throughout all of the maps, in blue, traversing
the City.
Southside
There is a clear demographic division between the residents and
neighborhoods in the south and north side of Muncie. Historically,
public art has been placed on the North Side, which does a disservice
to an already often-dismissed south side. As such, the MPAC should
heavily consider expanding art to diverse areas.
McGalliard
As the world becomes more homogenized with major corporation
and chain commercial retail and restaurants, American cities are
becoming less unique. South Scatterfield in Anderson, McGalliard in
Muncie, State Road 37 in Noblesville/Fishers all look the same as one
another. But public art provides cities the opportunity to once again
set themselves apart from others. McGalliard Road from I69 to SR 35
could benefit from a robust public art scene.
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Trails
Muncie also boasts a lovely trails system as part of the Cardinal
Greenway. Various case studies cited that while public art can be
useful along these spaces, and that oftentimes people are moving,
and sometimes very quickly if they are traveling by bike, so they
don’t stop to enjoy the art. Therefore, installing high-dollar intricate
pieces of art along trails is not an efficient use of resources. Instead,
installing something with a smaller budget makes sense. One resident
suggested that including a timeline of Muncie would be a good use
of the trail, since it’s not particularly expensive and could also allow for
resting spots for runner, walkers, and bikers.
Gateways
While the downtown and other areas of Muncie are decidedly
beautiful, there is no main entrance to Muncie that is particularly
welcoming. More than one resident noted that when they are
explaining to out-of-towners how to navigate to Muncie, they have no
real recognizable landmarks to tell them when they have arrived. As
one resident put it, “Muncie has no front door; it only has backdoors.”
Visitors to Muncie are welcome with abandoned warehouses and
factories with crumbling parking lots, major chain restaurants, or
empty fields. This does not give visitors, prospective employers and
employees, or students and their families a good first impression.
Additionally, it is not a welcoming landscape for life-long residents.
Gateways are such an important part of any city, and should be at
the forefront for locating public art.
Specific Locations
Residents did note a couple of specific locations for art at the
intersection of Main & Walnut and also Kilgore & Jackson.
Wall Murals
Walls are truly blank canvases for public art. As mentioned above,
certain areas of Muncie are plagued with old factory buildings that
are current eyesores. But, viewed as assets, they are opportunities for

public art. Murals could be placed on any blank exterior walls along
any area mentioned elsewhere in this section—along abandoned
factory walls, industrial or chain corridors, at gateways, on bridges and
other existing infrastructure—the opportunities are endless.
Downtown
Public art is most abundant in Downtown Muncie. Several respondents
indicated that art should flourish downtown. They noted, however,
that the types of art should be expanded. Currently, there are many
bronze sculptures in the downtown area. New types of public art
should be considered for this area.
Everywhere!
One prominent member of the business community decidedly said
he would like to see art “everywhere.” The sentiment behind this
statement is that achieving art on every corner doesn’t have to
include enormous sculptures or expensive investments. Instead, it can
be the beautification of every possible space through partnership and
personal investment. For example, his business sits on the corner of a
downtown intersection.
Neighborhood Specific
Muncie’s population and history is diverse, and many backgrounds
and cultures are represented by its residents. In many ways, this
diversity is a huge asset for the city, but also provides ample
opportunity for interesting and varied public art. Individuals
within neighborhoods tend to share backgrounds, values, and/or
experiences. In order for public art to “work,” to speak to the people
who live nearby to embrace it, that art needs to be neighborhoodspecific. The Cleveland case study does a particularly good job of
accomplishing neighborhood and cultural art.

As expressed in the June 2016 open house and stakeholder
interviews, neighborhoods are the some of the most important
locations for public art. Each has a unique history that can be
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reflected through art pieces and can even
potentially be created by neighborhood
residents. The neighborhood associations
can assist in the selection of locations
within their respective areas, where
they can receive direct feedback from
residents. They are most familiar with their
particular neighborhoods, meaning they
can advise on the best potential locations
for public art pieces.

Existing infrastructure
Existing infrastructure like bridges, abandoned
buildings, retaining walls, crosswalks, medians,
and bus stops all provide ample opportunity
for public art. Wall murals were mentioned
above, but bridges and overpass supporting
walls could also be canvases for murals.
Medians provide a place for natural art that
could also support local green infrastructure
and provide educational opportunities.

Bike Racks as Art
Several participants suggested that they
have seen successful examples of bike racks
that double as public art. There are several
examples of this in the case studies. The MPAC
should work with Bike Muncie and other
pro-cycling organizations and businesses in
Muncie to identify locations for bike racks, and
consider commissioning art pieces to function
as bike racks in those prime locations.

A Note on Vacant Lots
Vacant lots are areas (aside from parks) that
could be considered as areas for public art.
Specifically, larger lots could be converted
into public space that hosts neighborhoodspecific art. Vacant lots are illustrated with
proposed art areas in light green areas in
Figures 69-73, by geographic region within the
City of Muncie. These maps also show existing
public art, where applicable.

Public Buildings
Publicly-owned buildings like libraries, schools,
public work facilities, and other municipal
lands are prime locations for public art. These
locations allow for a cross section of individuals
to experience public art. For example,
everyone has to pay their taxes and utility bill,
so people from all walks of life will visit these
facilities and see public art, so they provide a
high “bang for your buck.” Figure 68 shows a
public art piece located at the entrance to
the Terre Haute Water Utility building.

Figure 68
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Existing Public Art in Muncie, IN

Figure 69
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Existing Public Art and Vacant Lots in Northwest Area of Muncie

Figure 70
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Existing Public Art and Vacant Lots in Northeast Area of Muncie

Figure 71
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Existing Public Art and Vacant Lots in Southwest Area of Muncie

Figure 72
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Existing Public Art and Vacant Lots in Southwest Area of Muncie

Figure 73

Source: projectione.com

Source: Paige Story

artist Selection Process
RFQs (Request for Qualifications) and RFPs (Request for Proposals)
are widely viewed as two common ways to select artists for public
art projects. After researching these ideas, discussing possibilities
with Muncie residents, and the opportunities for public art in this
community, the suggestion for Muncie is to have a combination of
these two methods when selecting artists for their public art projects.
All artists will go through this process (which is further explained in
the Implementation Section on page 37) in order to ensure the best
possible art and artist is found for each specific commission.
Both the RFQ and RFP selection techniques are very similar, with one
major difference.
They are both documents written up by the committee or board
who is looking for an artist for a particular project (in Muncie’s
case, MPAC’s search for an artist for a public art project)
They are distributed in as many ways as possible to the art
community. There are many websites which are used just for this
purpose and streamline the process in every way—by sending
out the proposal to as many artists as possible, and for receiving
their responses in a common format.
Both have pertinent information about the project, site,
materials, monetary constraints, and requirements for submission
by artists.
The requirements for submission by the artists usually include
information about the artist, credentials, resume, a cover letter,
and photos of past work.
If the document is an RFP (Request for Proposal), it will also
require the artist to give their preliminary thoughts about the site
and conceptual drawings. The artist at this point is submitting
their intellectual property which makes the distinction between
an RFQ and RFP.
Americans for the Arts, a non-profit national organization to promote
the arts in America, has given more specific definitions of RFQs and
RFPs and the necessity for each type of Artist Selection Process, or
Calls for Artists:
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Qualifications (RFQ) and Requests for Proposals (RFP). Current
best practices supported by PAN (Public Art Network) endorse
payment to the artist for any creative work related to the
development of a concept, so that an RFP specifically and
routinely incorporates a fee for the artist in addition to the
reimbursement of travel expenses. There has been discussion
within the field of public art about the appropriateness of RFPs
versus RFQs, including the possibility that a Call for Artists may
include a request for brief comment (rather than a full proposal)
on the artist’s approach to the project.
PAN’s issue paper, Methods of Artist Selection: best Practices,
discusses this topic online at www.AmericansfortheArts.org/PAN.
All versions of Calls for Artists can take place on-line and can use
one method or a combination thereof. An RFQ invites artists to
send their qualifications to be reviewed by the selection panel
but does not require a specific proposal to be submitted. RFQs
are used to choose artists based on their past and current art
and achievements.31
The following paragraph details how an RFP process would work. In
Muncie, it is suggested that once artists go through the RFQ process,
several are chosen to go through the RFP process as outlined below.
Before an artist or artists begin their research to develop a
proposal or proposals – their ideas – they are placed under
contract and paid to work on the project. Organizations use
RFPs when they choose to work with a small pool of artists, or a
single artist, based on their qualifications, to develop a detailed
proposal for the site or project based on limited exposure to the
project. An RFP does not guarantee the artist(s) will be selected
to implement their ideas or proposed art but PAN advocates
that each artist is paid a stipend and travel expenses for
proposal development and presentation, beyond a request for
a brief comment on the artist’s initial thoughts on an approach
to the commission. Some government regulations require the
solicitation of proposals for selection and prior to contracting for
implementation of a proposal. Selection committees using RFPs
willingly spend proposal funds upfront to be able to review a few
proposals prior to selecting an artist to work on a project from
design development through installation and dedication.32

There are two traditional types of Calls for Artists: Requests for
31 Public Art Network. “Abridged Call for Artists Guidelines.” Americans for the Arts. 2009. Accessed June 19, 2016. americansforthearts.org.
32 LAND Studio. “Kent Public Art Plan.” LAND Studio. 2010. Accessed May 25, 2016. land-studio.org.
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Many other cities have seen the benefit of implementing
the RFQ process for the sake of both the city to the artists:
Julia Muney Moore from the Indianapolis Arts Council on the artist
selection process:
“We actually prefer to use the RFQ model whenever possible,
because we at the Arts Council believe artists should not
be doing any design work without compensation. So there
is typically a pre-selection process where the artists send in
materials and images of past work, a panel selects several
finalists, and then stipends are paid to the finalists so they can
complete design proposals.”33
Ryan Bunch from the Toledo Arts Council on the artist selection
process:
“It’s worth noting that for larger projects we have pivoted
(mostly) from RFPs to RFQs (requests for qualifications i.e.
portfolios vs proposals), it has really helped to streamline the
process and seems to be preferred by the artists as well. For
smaller community-based works (bike racks, billboards, etc.) we
typically lean toward RFPs.”34
The Indianapolis Public Art Master Plan gives additional examples on
this recommended process:
Generally, the preferred method of artist selection involves
solicitation by a RFQ, sometimes referred to as a Call to Artists, for
review of past work and resume, followed by:
Interviews of short-listed artists by the selection panel, which are
most common when the artist is being selected to work closely
with stakeholders and funders, where ability to communicate
and personal interaction skills are as important as the quality of
the artist’s work,
Proposals, such as drawings or maquettes, for free-standing
artworks that will not require an artist/stakeholder relationship
during design, or
Combined interview and conceptual proposal, when the artist’s
ability to interact and the artist’s ability to conceptualize within
a project’s parameters (such as peculiarities of a site) may be
equally important.

Selection processes requiring proposals, whether finished or
conceptual, require the longest timeline.
At the beginning of each public art project, public art staff
should determine if a slide bank will be used as a resource. An
RFQ process is the preferred means of soliciting artists but if the
project timeline is condensed or limited and the slide bank is
sufficiently developed, use of the slide bank is an acceptable
method of artist selection. Project RFQs should be drafted to
include a detailed description of the project at hand, the project
budget, timeline, and application requirements.
We do not recommend combining an open invitational or
limited invitation with a Request for Proposals (RFP) as selection
method for two reasons: artists invest substantial amounts of time
and resources into proposals, most of which will be rejected, and
it is logistically impossible to provide adequate orientation and
stakeholder interaction to all artists submitting.35
The Kent Public Art Master Plan gives a practical example of how the
artist selection process could be used and how goals and potential
outcomes are attached to the artist selection process:
Erie Street Vista: Looking west, the Erie Street vista terminates in
Franklin Mills Riveredge Park in what looks like a forested hilltop.
Located across the river, opposite downtown, this location could
host a vista-oriented artwork that celebrates the importance of
the river in the community. An artwork viewable primarily to park
users already exists there. Just south of where Erie Street would
land if it crossed the river is a bas-relief mural on the 172-yearold building that currently hosts the Silk Mill Apartments. The Erie
Street Vista artwork could take many forms. It could be an iconic
piece always viewable from downtown, or it could be subtle,
viewable only during certain times of the year or only against
certain sky colors. These characteristics could be specified or left
to the artists.
Process: A project of this magnitude could attract artists from
around the nation or globe. A request for qualifications (RFQ)
could prompt prospective artists to provide images of their past
work and a brief explanation of how they would approach
this project and why it interests them. An advisory committee
could invite three of the artists to develop proposals and then
select a proposal to implement from among the three. The
advisory committee should include representatives of the city

33 Moore, Julia Muney. “Public Art.” E-mail interview by Abigail Overton. May 24, 2016.
34 Bunch, Ryan. “Public Art.” E-mail interview by Abigail Overton. May 24, 2016.
35 United States. The Arts Council of Indianapolis. Indianapolis. Indianapolis Public Art Master Plan. By The Freeman/Whitehurst Group. 2015. Accessed May 24, 2016. indyarts.org.
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and university, the arts community, park users, and at least one
person familiar with issues surrounding large-scale public art
installations.
Outcome: An artwork terminating the Erie Street vista could
visually extend the continuous corridor that is formed by the
Esplanade and Erie Street. The artwork could call attention to
Kent’s natural and built attributes and be a signature element of
a recognized public art collection.36
Specific to the Muncie Public Art Master Plan:
Both of these selection techniques can be used together by issuing a
RFQ first to gather the information of all the interested artists and their
qualifications. If a RFP will be used after the RFQ (for larger projects),
the chosen artists from the RFQ (3 at the minimum or 20% of the pool)
will be selected and paid to do a Request for Proposal to compensate
for their intellectual property (see the Implementation Section on
page 37). This process is based off the above information from the
Americans for the Arts and contacts in Indianapolis and Toledo who
have established public art programs in their communities. Paying an
artist to do a RFP also helps with copyright by making it safer for artists
to provide out their designs without fear of any of nonconsensual use.
The location for a project will often be dictated by the budget.
The smaller the budget for a project, the more suited it will be for
neighborhood pocket parks. Pocket park art can often be designed
or built by neighborhood residents for their fellow neighbors. The larger
the budget, the more prominent its position in the city, which will
capture a majority of Muncie residents to enjoy it. Consequently, the
RFP budget for each artist will be determined by the size and location
of the project. A larger project budget with a more prominent location
will demand a higher artist’s budget for the RFP. Additionally, more
artists can be asked to complete the RFP process in this instance.
For smaller projects, a smaller number of artists will be needed to
complete this process.

ensuring the quality of artist and art. MPAC can then go forward to
potential sponsors with the results of the proposals to fund the project
and potentially part or all of the insurance and maintenance. The
work, after it has been conceptually created, can sell itself much
better than simply talking about potential artwork happening in some
locations in Muncie. Once some organizations are interested, others
will join in sponsoring the artwork. Until the City can provide the money
for the art pieces themselves, the City’s money can be used to fund
multiple proposals a year.
Many artists, once they are established, will only answer RFPs if they
are being compensated for all their work. Additionally RFQs are much
easier and quicker to complete, and they have less of an opportunity
cost for an artist to fill out than an RFP does. Once an artist is chosen
from the RFQ process to complete an RFP, depending on their
location, they may need to travel for a site visit. Best practices from
the Americans for the Arts dictate they should be compensated for
this trip; additionally, travel and expenses while on the site visits should
be covered.
RFQs and RFPs are two of the best ways to find qualified, passionate,
and determined artists to get the best possible art for Muncie. They
have successfully been used by many cities around the United States
as public art processes and should be used in Muncie as well. Their
specific application will be explained in the Implementation section
on page 37.

In respect to paying for RFPs and public art projects: MPAC can use
money allotted by the City to pay for several RFPs for a certain project,
36 LAND Studio. “Kent Public Art Plan.” LAND Studio. 2010. Accessed May 27, 2016. http://www.land-studio.org/files/projects/kentpublicartmasterplanweb.pdf.
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Source: projectione.com

Source: UNKNOWN

maintenance & installation
Installation

To protect artists’ work and the city’s financial investment, pieces
should be thoughtfully installed and maintained. An installation plan
should be included similar to other construction projects and can
vary in scope and magnitude depending on the piece. As part of the
installation procedures, the MPAC or its designee must be satisfied that
any art piece has fulfilled the following requirements:
•

Necessary legal agreements have been signed between the artist
or installer and Muncie as approved by Muncie’s legal consultant.

•

A site plan details the installation’s size and placement at the
particular location as well as any grading, utility locations, design
and fabrication details, and structural calculations.

•

Any health or safety issues related to construction, installation, or
maintenance have been identified and addressed accordingly.

•

Proof that the art will not impede the regular use of the public
right-of-way or infringe on a public or private easement.

•

The roles and responsibilities of each party (e.g., the artist, the city,
etc.) are clearly articulated.

•

Any assistance required from the City of Muncie and/or the MPAC
is clearly indicated.

•

A timeline of installation and evaluation is outlined.

•

Proof that any required permits and/or approvals have been
obtained or are currently being pursued.

Any installed art piece shall be evaluated annually by the MPAC or its
designee to ensure its good condition. Its impact on the area may also
be evaluated at that time. As an option, the results may be compiled
as part of a public art report published by MPAC or the City of Muncie.
Unless part of an alternative arrangement, any art is the artist’s
intellectual property. While the City of Muncie may purchase and own
the art piece, the artist retains copyright ownership and should be
consulted if any changes or reproductions are considered.

Maintenance
Proper maintenance of art pieces maximizes their lifespan as well
as ensure the safety of the artists’ work. Routine maintenance will
be tailored for each piece with its own specific needs. Having a
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maintenance plan in place identifies the responsible parties and
duties as well as the procedures to follow. It also identifies the budget
necessary to repair and maintain all public art pieces. Other cities
with successful strong maintenance guidelines are Cambridge,
Massachusetts; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Atlanta, Georgia; Avondale,
Arizona; and San Diego, California.
Artists should provide the following information to the MPAC or its
designee prior to beginning the project. The MPAC may consult an
outside professional to review proposals’ maintenance plans and
provide suggestions towards any selection.
A list of materials used and their suitability for the particular location.
Detailed realistic maintenance requirements, including what needs
to be done, the frequency, and the level of expertise needed to
complete the steps. Any special training should be noted and the
trainee designated by the Department of Public Works or its designee.
A list of specific roles and responsibilities involved in maintenance. The
Muncie Department of Public Works (or any other city department
deemed responsible for maintenance) or its designated contractor will
provide the required maintenance.
•

The estimated costs of any maintenance outsourced and any
maintenance provided by the City should be broken down in the
budget.

•

The projected life span of the art piece.

•

Proof that any approvals for maintenance or removal have been
obtained prior to installation.

•

Steps on how to uninstall the project.

City staff will provide the following:
Records of site conditions prior to installation, including written text and
images, prepared and signed by the Muncie Building Commissioner or
designee.
•

Any de-installation procedures will be noted and how repairs will
be carried out.

•

The City will secure a temporary access easement if necessary to
legally access the site on private property. Until this has been
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completed, no work can begin.
•

is suitable for public art and why this form of art is proposed.

Any signage information to be included on site for identification.

As part of the public art fund, it is recommend to designate five (5)
to ten (10) percent of the project budget for ongoing maintenance.
Whoever ultimately owns the piece should be responsible for
maintaining it. For example, the City may commission an artist for a
public art piece, meaning that the City owns it and should maintain
it under the artist’s guidance. It may be more difficult to enforce
maintenance if the City does not own a piece. These guidelines can
be evaluated annually on their effectiveness and included as part of
any public art report by the MPAC.

Installation Parameters and Maintenance Guidelines Form
Artists should complete a form to be submitted to the MPAC or its
designee to evaluate for selection. The selection committee should
use this form to fairly select public art pieces from a variety of artists
so long as their proposal is appropriate for the site. As part of this
committee, it is recommended to have a liason with the City. The
selection committee has the freedom to pick whomever this liason
should be. Any specific details should be provided and approved prior
to installation and/or before more than 60 percent of the approved
budget may be paid out. A sample art project form can be found
below to be completed either during the RFP process or after final
selection.
•

Date: Please provide.

•

Side Address: Please provide.

•

Proposed Installation: An overview of the proposal.

•

Temporary or Permanent: Please describe.

•

Existing Conditions on Site: Muncie Building Commissioner or the
designee will assess the proposed site’s existing conditions, which
must include text addressing any concerns and the ability to
restore the site to its previous state.

•

Descriptive Vision: An explanation of the artist’s concept for the
project.

•

Description of Site Upon Completion: Photos and visuals of how the
project may look upon completion. An explanation of why this site

Maintenance Based on Materials
As part of the aforementioned application and selection process,
artists should work with the MPAC and the Department of Public
Works (or other appropriate department) to implement preventative
maintenance strategies, such as applying graffiti coatings. This
includes using durable materials, and providing wood chip borders
around pieces near mowed areas, as long as they do not interfere
with the artist’s proposal or the artwork’s integrity. These guidelines
are based on the materials used for the art pieces. Should any art be
vandalized, the artist should be notified.

Treatment Guidelines for Typical Sculpture Materials
Bronze
Typically bronze pieces should only be washed and waxed. Any
stickers, paint, or marker graffiti can be removed with acetone or
xylene-based solvents on a clean dry cotton rag. Blot the surface with
minimal pressure. Once clean, wash the surrounding surface with a
teaspoon of Orvus detergent and clean water. Dry thoroughly and
apply appropriate wax. The original patina should be preserved; if
damaged though, a qualified professional should be consulted.
Stone
A variety of waxes can protect stones depending on their composition
and type. A sacrificial or anti-graffiti wax coating, such as Prosoco or
Graffiti Melt, can protect stone and marble from tagging and graffiti.
Graffiti can be removed with hot water or solvents. The coating should
be re-applied annually to maintain protection. Any environmental
contamination can be removed by water from a hose or pressure
water and Orvus soap, though high PSI can damage stone. Once
clean, the wax can be applied.
Stone losses from collisions, vandalism, carving, aged pointing,
or incising should be examined by a professional for a course
of treatment. A poultice compound consisting of specialty clay
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and solvents is a standard stain remover for stone applied by a
professional. For mold and lichen, the stone should be treated with a
biocide, such as D2 by Cathedral Stone, and a stiff nylon scrub brush.
Concrete
Bare concrete can be treated with a paint stripper, such as Peel Away
7 by Dumond, using manufacturer’s directions. While it may require
several applications, the process is safe. Concrete can be cleaned
generally by a pressure washer. A biocide can remove and prevent
lichen and mold.
Stainless Steel
Solvents can be used to remove graffiti from stainless steel without
causing damage. Abrasives such as Scotch Brite pads can remove
residue but will change the polished look on some finishes; therefore,
test any abrasives in a small inconspicuous area beforehand. If a wire
brush is used to clean, ensure it is 100 percent stainless steel to avoid
contamination and rust.
Painted Surfaces
Cleaning must be assessed on a case-by-case basis. Test graffiti
removal by applying a solvent to a small test area. Care must
be taken to remove the contaminant paint and not the original
paint. If these two paints are the same type, a professional should
be consulted to determine which alternative should be pursued,
especially if the art piece is highly valuable. One option is to remove
the graffiti paint and repaint or restore the surface to match the
original. Depending on the piece, an anti-graffiti wax coating may be
applied as long as it does not detract from the piece and should be
tested in an inconspicuous area first.

Source: projectione.com

funding
All programs, whether they are small projects with a short timeline, or
larger projects that will take five years or more, require collaboration
with various local, state, federal, and private partnerships. Such
partnership is essential for success, but also demonstrates strong,
grassroots commitment to community improvement.

Keys to success include the following:
A core group of dedicated individuals who will begin the planning
The good news is that Muncie already has this in place by developing
the MPAC. The MPAC may need additional community support which
involves “selling” or lobbying for specific project(s). It’s essential to
identify and plan out the smaller tasks of the specific projects/plans
before beginning to inform and educate.
Identifying local stakeholders
Include local county and city government representatives (mayor,
city & county council, commissioners) from different departments such
as school boards, libraries, parks departments, community leaders,
businesses and business owners, political parties, banks, chambers of
commerce, and tourist and visitors centers. This step usually involves
the core group of organizers to brainstorm and systematically write
down what headway has been made. Time will be spent looking
up phone numbers, asking questions, being re-directed to the right
people and generally learning the “lay of the land” in the local
community.
Educate & Advocate
Now the job is to get the stakeholders on board with your project, to
bring them up to date on and get them excited for the art plan. This
is the step in which partnerships really begin to emerge and blossom.
The committee may discover aspects of the community which they
may not be familiar with and begin to work together with others who
are passionate about the city. Delegate out to core groups of people
specific tasks required to get the job done. Do not be afraid to ask for
help and guidance. This is your chance to show stakeholders what the
37 https://www.planning.org/research/arts/briefingpapers/vitality.htm
38 http://www.citylab.com/design/2012/05/financial-case-public-art/2113/
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plan is and why you need them.
Assign Tasks to Achieve the Plan
Now the MPAC has committed individuals, agencies, and
organizations, ready to see the plan take shape and begin to make a
difference in the experiences of people within the community. Identify
which institutions are best suited to take part in various aspects of the
process and ask them to do so.
Several well-respected and professional authorities have noted that
public art is a major economic driver for communities. In an article,
“How the Arts and Culture Sector Catalyzes Economic Vitality,” The
American Planning Association notes that recognizing a community’s
arts assets is an important element of economic development.
APA notes, “Creative-class theory suggests that a high-tech, highly
educated workforce prefers a location with creative amenities.3 A
flourishing arts and culture sector can affect where workers in the
information economy, especially younger ones, want to live and as
such is important for workforce recruitment and retention strategies.4
To promote local culture and creativity, communities can deem an
area or part of town as an arts, cultural, or creative district. A district
is technically a designation to name and centralize creative assets
by locating and drawing attention to cultural assets throughout the
community. There may be economic incentives to live or work in such
a district.”37
CityLab.com reported about a public art installation near a major
transit hub & residential area in a Los Angeles neighborhood. The
private developer designated just $75,000 of the $125 million budget
to painting 70-foot murals near the subway station. The author reports,
“from this relatively modest investment in public art the project
received more publicity, more public recognition, and more leasing
interest than from any other element of the entire budget. The murals
became a marketing bonanza.”38
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These articles, as well as other on the subject, clearly outline the ways
that public art enhance local economies. But such action requires a
certain amount of investment. Below are various funding mechanisms
that the MPAC, the City of Muncie, as well as local foundations,
private investors, and private citizen can help provide the start-up
needed to make Muncie an art destination.
The typical budget for public art is usually around $15,000-$50,000, with
larger, quality pieces often going higher than this range. Remember,
public art is an investment. When properly acquired, installed,
maintained, and advertised, public art attracts other investment.
Funding sources for public art projects can be broken down into
several basic category types. Each type of funding sources has its
benefits and particular use, which are described below.
•

Public budget for art

•

Grants

•

Private Corporate/Business sponsorship

•

Individual sponsorship

•

In-kind sponsorship

•

Crowd funding

•

Tax Incentives

•

Loans

Public Budget for Art
One common thread between all of the successful public art plans is
a public “percent-for” budget item for public art. For example, 1% for
Public Art, meaning the local unit of government dedicated a certain
percentage of the annual budget for funding art in the area. In order
for Muncie to overcome its challenges, it must make art a priority.

Grants
Grants are monies which are applied for by organizations from
foundations. These are monies that do not need to be repaid, but
often have certain requirements, including public acknowledgement
and reporting. Foundations which grant money usually have one or
more application rounds each year and give priority to particular

program areas or project types. Check with each foundation for
details.
One great thing to keep in mind is that each county in Indiana has
an established community foundation. This good fortune was made
possible by the Eli Lily Foundation. These local community foundations
grant funds in each county, and their giving levels can vary based
on available funds. This is always a great place to start with funding
and grants because these foundations are plugged in to what is
happening on the local level and are very accessible.

Private Corporate or Business Sponsorship
Oftentimes, corporations or local businesses are interested in working
with local communities to support projects, especially if those projects
have some connection to the business’s mission or commercial matter.
Like grants, sponsorship dollars do not need to be repaid but may
require significant public acknowledgement and reporting. Business
sponsorship committees may also have application deadlines,
or rolling deadlines. Be sure to check with each business prior to
requesting funding.
One great way to encourage sponsorship is to frame it as an
advertising opportunity for the local business by giving them naming
rights and/or allowing the entity to place their logo on publicly
displayed objects like signs, etc.

A Combination of Grants & Sponsorship
The ideal solution for public art in Muncie is to first secure 50% of the
funding for the commissioned piece(s) from a dedicated sponsor,
then to use that as leverage for raising the remainder of the funds. It
is important to note that the first half of the funds should be secured
before publicizing the RFP. A portion of the budget ($1500-5000) should
be dedicated toward paying for the winning artists’ proposal. Their
proposal can then be used to leverage gathering other funds, like
grants and sponsorship.
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Individual sponsorship

Tax Incentives

Individual sponsorship generally occurs for a particular event and is
funded by an individual, family, or small group of individuals who have
donated money to the same thing. Typically, this type of sponsorship
involves direct solicitation and request, and does not include an
application. These types of sponsorships might be given as memorials
for a loved one, because the individual(s) cares about the program/
project, and can include naming rights.

This type of economic development tool requires detailed
coordination with governing bodies like state and local councils and
government agencies. Tax incentive tools are designed to bring a
certain type of business or resident to an area and offer certain tax
credits or benefits for those people/businesses.

In-kind sponsorship
In-kind donations or sponsorships occur when an entity provides
goods or services free-of-charge as a donation and does not include
direct monetary donations. In kind sponsorship is often appropriate for
projects that might require supplies that can be donated by a local
business, but can occur at any scale. It might also be appropriate for
overhead costs that an organization might not have in their budget as
they start up, like marketing services. For public art, donating space,
supplies, or other resources would be appropriate.

Crowdfunding
Crowdfunding is an emerging field of fundraising in which funds are
requested from a large group of people, usually for a singular project,
and typically occurring through intense social media campaigns.
There are three participants in the crowdfunding model: the project
initiator who proposes the project, individuals/groups that support and
fund the project; and a moderator to bring the groups together. The
project initiator creates a business plan and marketing strategy for
their idea. After deciding on an appropriate crowdfunding platform,
they connect with a moderator. The moderator assists them in finding
local supporters appropriate for the project.
An organization typically sets up a website which accepts pledges;
if a particular amount is met, then those pledges are turned into
donors and the project is funded. See this resource for rules about
crowdfunding projects in Indiana.39

39 http://www.in.gov/sos/securities/4114.htm

Business Improvement Districts (BID)
A business improvement district is an economic development tool
with a purpose to improve the livelihood of a downtown area.
Through a BID, all owners within the proposed district are required
to contribute to the communal fund through an assessment fee.
Additional funds can be raised (through efforts like those described
above). These communal funds are then used for services that benefit
the downtown; this in turn makes the area more attractive to visitors,
tourists, residents, which spurs businesses, and grows from there. This
requires intensive local organizing and buy-in from policy makers who
will approve the plans and assessments, owners within the district, and
intense management once implemented. This can be useful for a
public art plan by dedicating a portion of these funds to public art in
the BID.

Revolving Loans
Revolving loan funds (RLF) provide a source of capital within the
community that can be used to fill in gaps for funding. They provide
low interest loans to community members. When the loans are
repaid, the loan amount is returned to the fund and is available
to other borrowers. This type of funding is most useful for projects
that will eventually make money and be self-sustaining. RLFs are
typically administered by planning and development commissions or
economic development organizations. Initial funding can come from
federal grant programs and other sources, listed above.
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Business Loans
Business loans are available through banks. Loans must be repaid with
varying levels of interest.
The best resources are usually those in one’s own community,
including local credit unions and banks.

Funding in Muncie
Public art is very rarely on the top of many public budgets so art
commissions and artists very often have to be creative when
searching for money for projects. Projects can range in price from very
cheap, usually temporary pieces, to extremely expensive pieces using
durable materials. Waiting around for money to come in for these
projects is not very exciting, proactive, or productive.
One possibility presented to this group of individuals by PROJECTiONE
co-founder Kyle Perry seemed like a creative and economical way
to present the community with potentially great art pieces without
spending a lot of money up front. Although the City of Muncie will give
the Muncie Public Art Commission a budget, it will not be anywhere
close to providing for an art piece. Therefore, MPAC can use that
money to host an Artist Selection Process: first a RFQ and then, once
the artist pool has been narrowed down to the finalists, MPAC can
pay artists to go through a RFP and everything that entails (travel and
expense costs if necessary, etc.). Once these RFPs are submitted,
they can be presented to foundations around Muncie such as the
Ball Brothers Foundation and other smaller organizations. These
foundations can put up various amounts of money to help fund this
public artwork. The idea is that once some of these Muncie-focused
organizations see tangible ideas for art pieces by various artists, they
will be willing to put up money to see these pieces put in place around
the city. Basically, the artwork sells itself. When MPAC receives more
money and becomes more established, they will be able to pay for
more art pieces up front.

Source: projectione.com

Source: Kyle Johnson

Case studies
The students of the Ball State Urban Planning studio assisting with the
Muncie Public Art Plan looked through many other cities’ art plans to
determine some best practices for the Muncie Public Art Plan. These
successful art plans can help give direction and form to what is going
to be proposed in Muncie with respect to public art in a variety of
ways, through every stage of the process.
What was found was a wide variety of resources from different cities
in Indiana, the Midwest, and the United States on how they have
accomplished a successful art plan that is well funded, accessible
and popular to the public and increases economic development.
Some of these cities were relatable to Muncie by location, by size, by
population, by geographic features, by overall vision, by social factors,
among other things.
Some of the questions this group asked while selecting other cities’
plans as case studies were:
•

How did they get started?

•

What was their process (including public outreach)?

•

Where did they get some money to begin with and has that
changed over the years?

•

What kind of questions did they have in public outreach (if any)?

•

What problems did they have along the way?

•

What went well?

The answers found in these plans will be used as this group writes the
Muncie Public Art Plan as a tool to guide the process.
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when compared to Muncie were a top priority. Many cities show
positive examples of what a good art plan looks like, what it includes,
how it can be enacted, and why it is necessary.
After studying the cities, challenges and issues they had to overcome
became clear and the successes they have experienced became
ideals the Muncie Public Art Plan can strive to achieve.
The Lloyd District Art Plan in Portland, Oregon, shows the importance of
a public art plan and is a great example of wayfinding art and public
art in general. This area dealt with many similar issues Muncie has had
in the past, such as an excess of parking lots, a lack of sense of place,
and isolated attractions and used these to their advantage with a
plan for art placement in the district.
The Toledo Strategic Plan for Arts and Culture places an emphasis on
neighborhood involvement and shows how important it is to have
goals in place, with specific outcomes one is looking to achieve, short
term and long term strategies, and potential players associated with
each goal benefit a city. They also have a strong financial program
with their 1% for Art program.
The Columbus Arts District 2013 Strategic Plan gives an example of
how an organization of districts within an arts district can benefit and
display a clear vision and goals.
The Kent Public Art Plan shows how extensive studies of other art plans
and a partnership between the city and university are beneficial.

The case studies added to this plan show how cities similar to Muncie
have enacted a successful art plan. They describe through public
input, town discussion, and community involvement a plan for public
art can be feasible and economically secure and be used as an
economic development tool in each city or town.

The Nashville Public Art Plan, “Crafting a Creative City,” had a
significant amount of the plan dedicated to their Public Input Strategy
and had focus groups dedicated to coming up with “community
outcomes” to drive the plan.

When looking for case studies, cities which were located on a river,
had a university, or a similar socioeconomic status and background

The Indianapolis Public Art Master Plan also had many elements which
were notable for the Muncie Public Art Plan. One of the most notable
is their very recent 1% for Art Program which was put into effect in
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Synopsis of Relevance

May of 2016. They included this in their arts effort to more thoroughly
strengthen the surrounding neighborhoods, include more creative
placemaking, and increase economic development opportunities. 
The Columbus Arts Commission was also included because of its efforts
to educating the community on the different types of art and to use
art to teach the community about themselves and the world around
as well as encouraging the community to participate in making and
appreciating art.
The town of Cary, North Carolina’s Public Art Master Plan focuses on
establishing a clear vision for moving the city forward using art pieces
and implementing the art plan, through funding opportunities and
using information from numerous interviews with community members.

Lloyd District, Oregon
Featured Plan:
Lloyd District, Portland, Oregon
Wayfinding and Public Art Plan
Relatable to Muncie:
•

Located on a river

•

Similar issues

Takeaways from this plan:
•

Public Input

•

Wayfinding and Public Art
Goals

Population (Portland): 600,000
Sits on a river
The district includes a large mall
and convention center
2,350 miles northwest of Muncie
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To see the entire Wayfinding
and Public Art Plan visit:
http://www.pdc.us/Libraries/
Oregon_Convention_Center/
Wayfinding_and_Public_Art_
Handbook_Lloyd_District_pdf.
sflb.ashx.

The Lloyd District created a
Wayfinding and Public Art Plan in
2003 which emphasized creative
ways to direct people and included
a more comprehensive public art
initiative.
The Lloyd District Wayfinding and
Public Art Committee group who
was tasked to implement these
programs is a part of the Lloyd
District Transportation Management
Association.

Figure 75: Sculptures around the Lloyd
Convention Center liven up the space.
Source: lionrose.com

Similarly to Muncie, some of the issues to be addressed by wayfinding
and public art in the Lloyd District in Portland, Oregon included:
•

Attractions which were isolated from one another

•

Surface parking lots which inhibited pedestrian movement

•

A lack of a sense of place which would foster pedestrian activity

They are very interested in the
diverse cultural and historical
characteristics of the District
and want to celebrate that in
the form of public art.
Figure 74: The Lloyd District’s goals are similar to ones that this group would like to
imitate for the Muncie Public Art Plan. Source: pdc.us
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Featured Plan:
Any project in the public right
of way must direct 5% of its fees
to the Regional Arts and Culture
Council for maintenance fees.

Lloyd District, Portland, Oregon
Wayfinding and Public Art Plan
Relatable to Muncie:
•

Located on a river

•

Similar issues

Similarly to Muncie, some of the issues to be addressed by wayfinding
and public art in the Lloyd District in Portland, Oregon included:
•

Attractions which were isolated from one another

•

Surface parking lots which inhibited pedestrian movement

•

A lack of a sense of place which would foster pedestrian activity

Those writing the Lloyd District plan also gathered public input,
which will also be occurring in Muncie. Some of the groups they
believed it was important to include were: Residents, Business Owners,
Property Owners, Arts Advocates, Transportation Planners, and
Employees. They were asked to comment on: physical and social
characteristics, existing landmarks, assets of the district, and problems
of the district.

Takeaways from this plan:
•

Public Input

•

Wayfinding and Public Art Goals

The Lloyd District created a Wayfinding and Public Art Plan in 2003
which emphasized creative ways to direct people and included a
more comprehensive public art initiative.
The Lloyd District Wayfinding and Public Art Committee group who
was tasked to implement these programs is a part of the Lloyd District
Transportation Management Association.
The document sets out both
general and specific areas for
wayfinding signs and public art
to be displayed.

Figure 76: Even though the public art in Oregon and Indiana will be very different, the
ways of going about it and the response of people will be similar. Source: pdc.us

Toledo, Ohio
Featured Plan:
Toledo, Ohio
Strategic Plan for Arts and
Culture
Relatable to Muncie:
•

Located on a river

•

Rust Belt city

•

Takeaways from this plan:

•

Emphasis on neighborhood
participation

•

Very specific long and short
term strategies
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Population: 282,000
Sits on a river
Part of the Rust Belt
170 miles northeast of Muncie

“Why is any of this important? It
is simply about breaking down
barriers of communication
and creating opportunity for
interaction to build community,
build on cultural identity, form a
sense of place, and to have fun
while celebrating your city”.40

The Toledo Arts Commission:
•

Founded in 1959

•

Is the longest standing arts commission in the state of Ohio

The Arts Commission develops and promotes visual, performing, and
literary arts. The organization’s mission includes youth programing and
programs that explore opportunities for economic development and
revitalization, among other artist and community resources.
1% for Art:
Established in 1977.
This public art program was the first of its kind in Ohio and among the
first in the nation.
The APP budget is determined pretty much exclusively by the 1% for
Art ordinance, which draws 1% of the City’s capital improvement
budget annually.
The 1% for Art funding keeps up conservation efforts for:
•

The 50+ sculptures and smaller scale projects in the collection

•

Funds public art education efforts

•

Goes toward the acquisition of new work

40. Bunch, Ryan. “Public Art.” E-mail interview by Abigail Overton. May 24, 2016.
41. Ibid

All work is reviewed by
a Design Review Board
which includes:
•

An architect and/or
landscape architect

•

An artist and/or arts
consultant

•

Representatives of
immediate areas/
neighborhoods
affected

•

A representative of the
City of Toledo

•

A representative of
the Arts Commission of
Greater Toledo

•

A representative of
APP’s Conservation
& Maintenance
Committee

Figure 77: Toledo has more than 50 works of art
throughout their city which have been done by
more than 40 local, national and international artists. This is one example, the Ottawa Gate. Source:
theartscommission.org

“I may even go a step further and
say that in terms of building an artssupportive and arts-aware public,
especially in traditionally blue collar
rust belt cities, performing and literary
arts can be more accessible forms of
expression and public intervention than
visual arts because the average citizen
is more in tune with how to relate and
connect with these forms of art”.41

Funding Ideas
“Toledo will develop a
sustainable funding source
for the arts, which will
stabilize existing programs,
support the creation of
new works, and encourage fresh artistic ideas in our community”
Toledo already has the successful 1% for Arts Program, but they
are brainstorming new ways to increase their funding for a more
comprehensive and influential impact on their arts program.

One example of their strategies, the anticipated outcome, and how to
achieve this is shown below:
Strategy 4E:
Test the desire for the requirement that all public agencies and private
developers that are developing multifamily, commercial and industrial
projects in Toledo must include 1% of project hard costs for art related
to their project.
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Outcomes:
Increased quantity of
art is incorporated into
large development
projects.
The incorporation
of art in largescale
development projects
becomes normalized
over time.
Figure 78: This piece is the Harvard Circle Fountain
which decorates a traffic rotary for viewing from all
directions. The three pillars are three clouds which rain
on the rocks below. It has been a part of the Toledo
Arts scene for 14 years and the artist is Hans Van De
Bovenkamp from the Netherlands.
Source: theartscommission.org

Strategy Actions:
Research existing
requirements for largescale development
projects.
Assess risk to existing 1% for the arts program if these efforts are
associated with it or called by a similar name.
Consider piloting the concept before making moves to introduce new
legislation.
Define and provide examples of “art related to their project”.
Explore the possibility of a tiered system where a certain percentage
of 1% of hard costs are put into a fund for future arts and culture
projects in the area where the development is taking place.
Measure the impacts of incorporating art into major projects.
Parties to Engage:
•

City Council

•

Commercial Real Estate Association

•

Real Estate Investors Association

•

Toledo Regional Association of Realtors

•

Toledo Chamber of Commerce

Arts and Culture in Neighborhoods
The whole plan is SPECIFICALLY geared toward rejuvenating

“Creative placemaking animates
public and private spaces,
rejuvenates structures and
streetscapes, improves local
business viability and public safety,
and brings diverse people together
to celebrate, inspire, and be
inspired.”42

NEIGHBORHOODS around the
downtown area.
The following strategies,
anticipated outcomes and
how to achieve them could
be used as inspiration for
Muncie’s goals and actions as
well.

Toledo area arts organizations
and artists will partner with community organizations to use art to
reduce or eliminate blight, improve community safety and increase
opportunities for artist residencies in neighborhoods.
Strategy 6B:
Involve the arts and artists in community planning to reactivate
vacant space such as storefronts and other unused buildings, with
participation open to Toledo area students and other groups
Outcome:
One building with vacant storefronts has a sustainable, rotating, artistmanaged installation program.
Strategy Actions:
Facilitate relationships with owners of suitable property for this project
and identify a building that can be used for this purpose.
Identify artists interested in participating, and connect them to the
building owner.
Encourage the establishment of trust between artists and building
owner so that the artists can own project management and be given
adequate access to the vacant storefronts.
Parties to Engage:
•

Building owners

•

Artists

42. United States. The Arts Commission. Toledo. Toledo Strategic Plan for Arts and Culture. By The Arts Commission. 2015. Accessed May 24, 2016. theartscommission.org.
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•

Lead artist responsible for project
management

Neighborhood Gateways
Outcomes:
•

All primary gateways in neighborhoods
have either been enlivened with art or
have plans to incorporate art.

•

Eight target neighborhood plans
incorporate gateway art.

•

Gateway art reflects neighborhood
priorities.

This general masterplan
also suggests that Toledo
Public Schools have an
arts education master
plan. It would be for
public, private and
charter schools with
an emphasis on early
childhood education in
the arts.

Objective 4: Arts & Culture in Urban Planning & Development
City government and other public agencies will recognize arts and
culture as a key component in their plans, policies and actions.
Short-term Strategies:
4A: Create livability maps showing arts and culture assets in focus
neighborhoods;
4B: Enliven neighborhood gateways with art.
Long-term Strategies:
4C: Advocate for arts and culture district support via business and tax
incentives;
4D: Integrate art into housing, economic development and planning
policy;
4E: Test desirability of a percent for art requirement for Toledo
construction projects;
4F: Encourage Toledo-Lucas County Plan Commission to include live/
work/ sell spaces in zoning code.
This part of the plan is extremely helpful and can be easily replicated for
neighborhoods in Muncie.
To see the entire Strategic Plan for Arts and
Culture, visit: theartscommission.org

Figure 79: This is one of many neighborhood reports in the Toledo Strategic Plan for
Arts and Culture. Each of these go into more detail about how the plan will affect
each specific neighborhood. Source: theartscommission.org

Figure 80: Dedicating space to each neighborhood gives citizens more ownership
of the plan and their city in general. Information about the neighborhood is given
in many different forms and is an easy and accessible way to compare neighborhoods. Source: theartscommission.org
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Featured Plan:
Kent, Ohio
Kent Public Art Plan
Relatable to Muncie:
•

Small population

•

College town

Population: 32,350
College town
Part of the Rust Belt
275 miles northeast of Muncie

Takeaways from this plan:
•

Depth of case study
research

•

Partnership between the
university and the city

Goals of the Kent Public Art Plan: Figure 81: This sculpture is on the Kent State
University campus and is named Eye to Eye.
Establish a framework for
Source: bombayoutdoors.com
integrating and highlighting
public art into public spaces in downtown Kent and on the KSU campus.
Enrich Kent and KSU campus
Encourage the use of art and creativity to further catalyze
development, energize the public realm, and create a unique and
vibrant place that is attractive to residents, students, faculty, and visitors.
Similarly to this plan, both Ball State and Muncie have an existing arts
collection and instead of introducing something new into the area, it is
encouraging new forms of public art.
“Because both the city and university have existing public art
collections, planning for public art in Kent is not oriented to introducing
something new to the community. Instead, it is oriented to expansion
of the collections and perhaps the introduction of new forms of public
art. Public art in Kent is most effective when it is reflective of the city
or university (or both) and their physical, historical, and aspirational
contexts.”43

Figure 82: The Kent Public Art Plan researched case studies from all over the country
and the world including this case study in Vancouver, Canada. Some of their findings
included sculptures, signage, university art collections, interactive art, parklets, and
much more. Source: landstudio.org

Ohio has a state percent for art program which is one percent given to
the arts for any project over $4 million.
43. LAND Studio. “Kent Public Art Plan.” LAND Studio. 2010. Accessed May 27, 2016. http://www.land-studio.org/files/projects/kentpublicartmasterplanweb.pdf.

Kent, Ohio
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Figure 85: This sculpture was donated to downtown
Kent by the Akron Children’s hospital. Source: archive.
feedblitz.com

Figure 83: This plan’s emphasis is on the connection between the downtown and Kent
State. These maps of existing artwork, major corridors connecting the two areas and proposed artwork are a great visual piece to enhance this connection. Source: landstudio.org

Figure 86: Large sculptural outdoor pieces possible in
Kent, OH. Source: Kent Public Art Plan
Figure 84: Interactive, whimsical and playful art pieces are important and inspiring in every
city. Source: Kent Public Art Plan
44. LAND Studio. “Kent Public Art Plan.” LAND Studio. 2010. Accessed May 27, 2016. http://www.land-studio.org/files/projects/kentpublicartmasterplanweb.pdf.
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“Central to the vitality of Kent is the relationship
between the City of Kent and Kent State University.
Inextricably linked for more than 100 years, downtown
Kent and KSU only recently became physically
connected with the installation of the Great Lawn
and the extension of the Lester A. Lefton Esplanade.
The “town and gown” relationship has blossomed and
has fostered a strong commitment toward continuous
mutual improvement.” 45

Figure 87: “This map illustrates Kent’s position within the network of places and regions it is a part
of or related to.” Source: Kent Public Art Plan.

Planning for the Plan
The LAND studio, a non-profit in town, spearheaded the
effort to create the art plan. The project team gathered
information from Kent and KSU’s recent planning work,
which included resident and student surveys, campus
and city planning documents, and maps as well as input
from local artists, residents, KSU students & faculty through
phone interviews, in-person conversations, stakeholder
meetings, and follow-up surveys.
Why?
The KPAP takes its time to really identify what public art
is, and what it means for the City of Kent. “Public art is
different from other art forms in that it usually exists in
the public realm and is thus continuously accessible to
anyone…public art can begin to create an identify for
[a] community as a specific place...provide a sign of
commitment to the future or hope for renewed vitality….
it can tell the community’s long and interesting story
and elucidate its aspirations and promise—as a place of
economic opportunity to many and a place open.44

Figure 88: Grain elevator in Kent, OH. Source: Kent
Public Art Plan

Figure 89: Water art ideas. Source: Kent Public Art
Plan

This character was identified through those avenues
identified in “Planning for the Plan.” The plan reviews
assets, aspirations, and challenges. Many of the

45. LAND Studio. “Kent Public Art Plan.” LAND Studio. 2010. Accessed May 27, 2016. http://www.land-studio.org/files/projects/kentpublicartmasterplanweb.pdf.
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challenges faced by Kent are similar to those
in Muncie. The Plan cites a lack of framework
within which the city and university can work
together to engage artists and showcase
their work and a lack of dedicated funding
source for public art and placemaking.
Context
The KPAP gives local context for public art.
It provides a framework for the future of
public art in Kent but is not prescriptive in its
recommendations for an approach to public
art nor specific public opportunities.
Showcasing an Industrial History
Rather than trying to evade its industrial
past, the City of Kent focused on making
its manufacturing and agricultural sectors
a focal point of the city through public art.
By adding bright paint and vibrant lighting
to these sites, what could be an eyesore
becomes a beautiful piece of art.
Embracing Natural Features
The Cuyahoga River runs through the heart of
Kent, much like the White River runs through
Muncie. The KPAP examines the possibilities
of using the river as a host for public art, or
conversely as a backdrop for it. The plan
considers unique partnerships, including CSX
railroad, the Army Corps of Engineers, and
local arts organizations.

To see the entire Kent Public Art Master
Plan, visit http://www.land-studio.org/files/
projects/licartmasterplanweb.pdf

Featured Plan:
Columbus, Indiana
Columbus Arts District 2013 Strategic
Plan
Relatable to Muncie:
•

Small population

•

History of glass art

Takeaways from this plan:
•

Organization of districts

•

Clear vision and goals

Columbus believes that much of their
economy is based on the arts and many of
the designated downtown districts reflect this.
The Arts District aligns with specific economic
development goals and strategic priorities to
keep the city moving in a positive direction.
Their overall vision, set forth by the mayor in
2011, is for Columbus to be the “cultural and
creative capital of the Midwest.”47
The public input process included five different
“tasks”:
•

Demographic Data

•

Stakeholder Dialogues

•

Community Survey

•

Public Open Houses

•

Report Out

Overall, nearly 500 residents in the Columbus
area participated in the public engagement
process. 16 were invited to participate in the
focus groups. 375 residents responded to
the community survey. Two open houses on
separate days gathered 65 attendees and 12
Arts District Committee facilitators.
They mapped assets within the Arts District
and how those correlated with the four
corridors, handicapped accessibility, and
transportation found on pages 25 and 26 of
the plan. A comprehensive list of economic
and cultural assets can be found at the end
of the plan; which lists their locations, hours
and days of operation, type of programming,
material, or discipline, the creator, the year of
its completion, and if it is at street level.
Population: 46,000
One of five cultural districts in Indiana
Part of the Rust Belt
100 miles south of Muncie
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Columbus, Indiana

Figure 90: These public bike racks are all over downtown and are
shaped like a “C” to market the Columbus Arts program. Source:
columbusbloggers.weebly.com

Figure 91: Columbus chose four corridors which all had distinctive characteristics to focus
upon when creating their Arts District Plan. These encompass more than 250 arts, cultural and
programming assets. Source: Columbus Arts District Strategic Plan, p. 6

This plan gives specific projects in each district
completed in the past decade and the publicprivate investment associated with them.

Figure 92: This artwork, Yellow Neon Chandelier and Persians, is in
the Columbus Visitor’s Center for people to view. Source: columbusbloggers.weebly.com

Columbus is also looking to become part of a
larger cultural area by connecting to Nashville
and Bloomington through the ArtsRoad46 trail and
Kokomo, Muncie, Hamilton County and Anderson
through the Indiana Glass Trail.
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The plan also identified a hierarchy of duties and responsibilities for particular groups.
The backbone support organization is the Columbus Area Arts Council, which would
serve or support coalition members. Those coalition members would coordinate with
Arts District teams. Potential team members were identified on the hierarchical chart.
The particular organizations also have their responsibilities listed on this chart, found
on page 17 of the plan.

“No economically strong region has been
found to exist that did not also have a
strong arts and cultural base –each sector
complementing the other.”46

To see the entire Columbus Arts District
2013 Strategic Plan, go to http://www.
columbus.in.gov/redevelopment/
columbus-arts-district-strategic-plan1/

Figure 93: Open House Attendees and their survey results. Source:
Columbus Arts District Strategic Plan, p. 23

46 City of Columbus. “Columbus Arts District 2013 Strategic Plan.” City of Columbus, 2013. http://tinyurl.com/CADStrategicPlan
47 Ibid.

Indianapolis, Indiana
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Honorable Mention:
Indianapolis, Indiana
Public Art Master Plan
Relatable to Muncie:
•

Serves some of the same populations

Takeaways from this plan:
•

Percent for Art program

•

Creative Placemaking

Indianapolis drafted their Art Plan in 2003
and is currently going through the process of
updating this plan.
Indianapolis has evolved significantly since
the original plan and Julia Muney Moore,
Director of Public Art for the Arts Council of
Indianapolis, gave some examples:
“...the field has evolved significantly.
Public art has shown so many benefits
for urban development and quality of
life that we continually remind people
of, and we are involved in many
planning committees, development
initiatives and community teams to
make sure people understand that. We
also have our own programming to
create and support public art and the
artists who involve themselves in it, and
we have evolved to include creative
placemaking as an allied discipline
particularly in community building.”48
“Strengthening Indianapolis means
strengthening our neighborhoods,
and arts in neighborhoods are a
vital component of the city’s overall
neighborhood development strategy.
Public art is widely recognized as having

benefits for both social and economic
development, and for improving the
quality of life for neighborhood residents.
Unfortunately, the benefits of public art
cannot be realized without a dedicated
source of funding to ensure that projects
happen.”49
Public Art for Neighborhoods Ordinance
Although the Arts Council was able to do a
lot with their previous plan, they encouraged
more art and gave artists more resources;
they needed a more consistent source of
revenue. The Public Art for Neighborhoods
Ordinance was signed on May 12, 2016, by
the Mayor of Indianapolis.
Who will distribute this funding to
neighborhoods, and how?
Because the City of Indianapolis already
distributes funds to arts organizations through
the Arts Council of Indianapolis, the proposal
calls for the Arts Council to steward the Public
Art for Neighborhoods Fund. They believe
that there will be a new Arts Council grant
program, similar to existing grant programs,
which will allow neighborhoods to apply for
funding for specific projects.
The proposal also calls for a broad-based
selection and oversight committee to ensure
that a key provision of the program—the
distribution of at least half the funds to lowerincome neighborhoods—will be strictly
adhered to.

48. Moore, Julia Muney. “Public Art.” E-mail interview by Abigail Overton. May 24, 2016.
49. Arts Council of Indianapolis. “Public Art for Neighborhoods Ordinance.” Arts Council of Indianapolis. May 2016. Accessed June 16, 2016. http://indyarts.org/.

Population: 853,000
One hour southwest of Muncie
Has recently become more artsy in the
downtown and surrounding communities.
Money does not have to be spent in the TIF
from which it was collected. Projects can
occur anywhere in Marion County, and an
equitable distribution of projects is the goal of
the Public Art for Neighborhoods program.
What types of projects can happen under this
program?
An artist can be commissioned by the
developer to create artwork as part of the
site or integrated into the architecture of the
developer’s building(s).
There must be a rubric which will determine
which pieces can and cannot be considered
“art”. Consulting with the neighborhood
during this stage of the process would be
beneficial for all properties involved.
Pooled funds from developers who choose
to contribute cash to the Public Art for
Neighborhoods Fund could be used for a
wide variety of projects designated as “public
art.”
Projects could include permanent artwork,
temporary artwork, creative placemaking
projects, arts-based festivals, open-air free
performances, and one-time or recurring
events that have a strong arts and culture
component. These could occur anywhere in
Marion County.50
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Figure 95: Ann Dancing has become a landmark in downtown Indianapolis, around
Mass Ave. showing the value of creative placemaking. Source: indyartsguide.org

Figure 94: This is part of the 92 County display that can
be found all around the Indiana State Museum. This
comical piece of Delaware County was created in
2001 by Indianapolis locals. Source: indyartsguide.org

To see the entire Indianapolis Public Art
Master Plan, visit www.indyarts.org.
Figure 96: These distinct yellow benches are in the 100 Acres at the
Indiana Museum of Art and are one of the many reasons to visit this
place. Source: indyartsguide.org

50. Arts Council of Indianapolis. “Public Art for Neighborhoods Ordinance.” Arts Council of Indianapolis. May 2016. Accessed June 16, 2016. http://indyarts.org/.

Nashville, Tennessee
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Honorable Mention:
Nashville, Tennessee
Crafting a Creative City: Metro Arts 2020 Strategic Plan
Population: 659,000
Sits on a river
350 miles south of Muncie

Relatable to Muncie:
•

Sits on a river

Takeaways from this plan:
•

Public Input Strategy

In 2015 the Metropolitan Nashville Arts Commission (Metro Arts)
competed its 2020 strategic plan, named Crafting a Creative City. The
goal is to reimagine public art as a tool for:
Neighborhood development
Citizen engagement
Creative community investment
With this plan, they had six focus groups of participants to share
their ideas, concerns, vision, and knowledge of Nashville arts and
culture, including previous grant recipients, public artists, creative
entrepreneurs, and community and business partners. These focus
groups helped Nashville come up with three “community outcomes”
to drive residents’ participation in creative lives. The outcomes were:

Figure 97: Key words created from community focus group notes
Source: Crafting a Creative City, p. 6

•

Stronger Creative Workforce

•

Deeper Creative Participation

•

Vibrant Creative Neighborhoods

The Public Art Community Investment Plan, following the strategic
plan, hosted a seven-question online public survey, which generated
nearly 1,000 responses. Questions ranged from art piece recognition
and arts program awareness to types of public art respondents
wished to see and located. Residents wished to see more functional,
interactive artwork built into the streetscape. More public art should
be in community parks, gateways and landmarks, and pedestrian
areas. Also, part of the survey was determining which Metro Arts’
goals respondents felt the program should prioritize. The top two goals
should support Nashville artists and encourage developers to include
art in projects. The next two goals should elevate the city’s profile as
a creative city and reach into areas where public art is not currently
found.
To see the entire Nashville Public Art Plan, visit
http://www.nashville.gov/Arts-Commission/
About-Us/Our-Strategic-Plan.aspx

Figure 98: Key words created from community focus group notes. Source: Crafting a
Creative City, p. 6

Columbus, Ohio
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Honorable Mention
Columbus, Ohio

Population: 823,000
Home to Ohio State University and several other universities
Has a river running through the city
146 miles east of Muncie

Relatable to Muncie:
•

Open to incorporating public and private art pieces

Takeaways from this commission:
•

Aims to educate community through art

Columbus Art Council (CAC)’s responsibility is to approve all art
purchased, commissioned, or accepted as a gift by the city, as well as
art proposed for placement anywhere within the public right of way or
on property owned or leased by the city.
Some public art projects incorporated and coming soon to the city
include:
•

Harrison Park

•

Livingston Park

•

Parsons Avenue Streetscape

•

Genoa Park

•

Bike rack program

•

Kwanza playground in English Park

•

North Bank Park

The CAC plans to develop a funding plan with the help from the
Greater Columbus Arts Council (GCAC). Together, they can lead
community efforts to develop a sustainable funding plan for:
•

Arts and culture

•

Public and private sector

•

Working with stakeholders such as the Arts and Culture
Community, City, County, and private sector

•

Columbus Partnership and the Columbus Foundation Cultural Arts
Center
The overall positive responses for art is why the CAC and GCAC
aim to educate and expose the community to visual art, translate
concepts of art-history-theory, present art ideas for learning, provide
opportunities for anyone to participate, create and consume art
experiences, and create social spaces for art in an environment.

Figure 99: Delightfully placed in front of the Columbus Museum of Art, the city incorporates
public art sculptures on and near buildings to show its passion for art. Source: mapio.net

Cary, North Carolina
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Honorable Mention
Cary, North Carolina
Cary Public Art Plan 2012

Population: 155,000
Borders Raleigh, NC
2-3 hour drive to the ocean
Median household income:
$89,000

Cary, North Carolina, differs from
Muncie in several significant
demographic ways, and reflects a community more like the City of
Carmel, Indiana. However, relevant ideas and methods as well as
significant lessons can be taken from this art plan.
The Cary Public Art Plan states an unmistakable vision:
“Cary seeks to promote public art through site-specific and
community-specific artworks that enhance the public realm, deepen
a sense of place and civic identity, stimulate community dialogue and
transform Cary’s public spaces into vibrant and meaningful places.”

Figure 100: A large ant sculpture becomes an iconic addition to the landscape,
enhancing pedestrian experience along a trail. Source: Cary Public Art Plan

Getting There
The single largest component of Cary’s plan is the section on
implementation. This section focuses on funding and process.
Funding opportunities include:
•

Public funding

•

Private sources

•

Public art in private development

•

Partnerships

•

Grants

Focus on Process
The plan identifies stakeholders, including the town council, advisory
boards, public coordinators, non-profits, and others as well as making
clear expectations for project initiation, process, and procedures. The
municipal staff was interviewed about public art and capital planning
programs.
The City used focus groups, public forums, public opinion surveys,
workshops, and interviews held in June and July 2011 facilitated by
the consultants. Written comments and emails were also accepted
and incorporated. Over 20 local official and municipal staff were
interviewed about public art and capital planning programs.

Source: projectione.com

Source: projectione.com
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Why are the arts important?
The arts allow artists to express themselves, create and make a living.
People who view art are entertained and inspired. Public art makes
communities more unique than ones that do not have as much public
art.
The arts drive the inner self to engage in activities and/or events
that that spark creative thought. Creative thought is what advances
mankind.
Art lifts the spirit and promotes creativity and inspires us to take risks in
our own endeavors. Art brings community and a since of belonging
and tells a story of the individuals that dwell in its local surrounds.
“The Arts” is an all encompassing statement. The arts ARE humanity,
they are human expression, they are what make us human. To live
without art is to live as a lower being. A city without art is a city devoid
of culture and any higher purpose.
Art teaches one to be creative, to use their imagination. Art opens
up one’s mind. Art in school teaches students about color, balance,
space, lines, and the effort it takes to make piece of art.
The arts improve the quality of all of our lives.
They are fun to look at it and are cool looking.
Having public art around Muncie is important for beautification
purposes and having access to participating in public art projects
helps students and community come together to create beauty.
Having art around town helps brighten the city and gives kids and
other people interesting things to look at.
“Art is the culture of being human.” The arts provide a context and a
purpose to the various facts and skills that we learn over our lifetime.
Preserve history and expand appreciation of the arts and culture
They’re important because they can open the mind to think in an
unconventional way. They can inspire us to be different, and to make
a change in the world around us, no matter what that may be.
Art gives us a way to understand the world differently or from different
perspectives
The earlier children learn about the Arts, the more they will be able to
accomplish. I strongly believe the Arts will increase their self esteem
They enliven our lives with moments of entertainment, reflection, and
connection to others.

Survey Results
Quality of life, importance of place and celebration of our cultural
collective
Gives us our humanity.
They have surrounded us with beauty for centuries and give us a
sense of completeness. The arts in schools...visual arts, music, drama
...may be the difference in a child choosing to stay in school. They are
invaluable in many many ways!
The arts break cultural, social, educational, racial and economic
barriers and enhance cultural appreciation and awareness.
the arts create a comfortable space for people to engage regardless
of differences; they create reasons for residents to feel proud of
their community; they enable people to think about the world, their
neighbors, and themselves.
Because art softens the sharp edges of life and is uplifting.
Artists are the keepers of culture. Artists create primacy of place
for the communities they live and work in. Art teaches us creative
problem solving. Without Art there is no quality of life. There are very
few people who’s lives are not touched by the work of an artist every
minute of every day.
They bring vibrancy to public spaces and inspire creativity.
Arts should be visual, stimulating, learning, teaching, feeling,
absorbing, energetic form that means something different to each
individual. Art can take shape in many forms and can be a source
of revenue coming into the city. We might start to be viewed and
recognized by other businesses and communities as a welcome place
to live.
The arts reveal the beauty of the world we live in and the creativity
within us. They are a reminder of the positive in an often negative
world.
First, the arts provide an outlet for creative residents to collaborate
between neighbors, artists, and/or nonprofit groups, creating a
fellowship around a shared interest. This builds relationships across
the community, regardless of usual socioeconomic identifiers (e.g.
income, race, education, etc.). This is especially important in helping
engage young people. The arts can also add to a community’s
character or sense of place. Municipalities that facilitate opportunities
for visual and performing arts to flourish almost always use the strategy
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for branding or marketing. Arts helps draw visitors to a community,
translating to income for local businesses, and jobs for residents.
The arts are both mathematical and literary in their foundational
thinking skills. Children who cannot learn as well except by the arts
and adults who cannot communicate except by the arts miss so much
in communities who do not invest in the arts. In addition, the arts are a
pure expression of joy & life.
They make you laugh, they make you cry , they pull at your heart, they
lift you up.
Because they encourage creativity.
The arts are important because they create a language that is
understood no matter your heritage. Whether it is visual art, dance,
or music, they all reach a part of us that is sometimes difficult to
reach otherwise. The arts have been around in all cultures since the
beginning of time. Something with that kind of history could not have
survived if it were not very important.
The arts are social. There is communication not only through the art
itself but also between people as they evaluate and talk about it. They
bring color and unique one-of-a-kind images that stir the atmosphere
and happiness. For those who do the arts it is an outlet, a release, and
an opportunity to self-express. It is healing.
The arts can take people out of their element, mentally and physically,
and help a person see the world in other ways than the daily grind.
Studying the arts will help hone skills that are applicable to many,
many real world situations and help build confidence and creative,
independent thinking.
Bring culture to the city, helps recognize what is important, celebrates
history
Everyone benefits from the work of creative minds. Life would not be
without it. I wake up every morning and I see, hear,wear and feel art.
I drink coffee everyday from a mug that was created by a Muncie
potter while read the comics first. I live Art, I am an artist/educator.
The imagination must be inspired! The arts are an essential component
in the machinery of ideas.
Because it is a creative outlet for all who partake of it, either creating
the art, or having the great pleasure of observing or purchasing an art
piece. It is good for the thinking process, the heart, and the soul.

The arts awaken our heart, mind and soul to our better selves, the
potential for a better tomorrow.
Visual arts provide manifestations of who we are and what our culture
values. Performing arts help to stimulate our senses and entertain us.
Nonverbal communication helps us to share emotionally important
messages with each other and react to destabilizing events in the
world.
They are important if they stimulate your mind and make you think
outside your normal, (for the greater good) or if they improve your
community and surroundings.
Because when you boil it down, life is a rat race. Vital to a well
rounded existence to slow down and appreciate the beauty
offered....be it from the natural world or man.
Because they do things for the brain that other learning doesn’t do so
that people become smarter. Also they enric or lives
How could the arts not be important? The arts provide opportunity for
creative expression, learning, exposure to new viewpoints and styles,
tourism and economic opportunities, help record the history of a
community, culture, and country, and enrich our quality of life.
The arts are an important tool for expression, creativity, and emotional
clarity. We communicate through the arts to relate an idea or put an
aspect of society into the spotlight.
Big-picture, art is important because it allows us to build narrative and
create meaning that can help us understand our place in the world,
and understand how we are connected to other people. I think public
art in particular is important because it brings character to a place
and gives people a sense of ownership and pride in the spaces they
occupy.
They teach us about culture and our own heritage. They give us ideas
about ourselves and the world in general. They help us be creative in
our own way even if we aren’t all talented artists. They make us think
about society and the world as a whole.
Because without the arts we wouldn’t have anything to write about.
Gracious living is the finest art.
The arts are languages that all people speak and can cut across
racial, cultural, social, educational, and economic barriers and
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enhance cultural and awareness and appreciation.
It helps promote creative and free thinking while making a community
look bright, vibrant and alive
They make the city more beautiful.
It’s important for self expression. It’s also an insight into different
cultures. Art is a universal language, despite the fact it can be
interpreted differently amongst people. You don’t have to speak a
different language to appreciate art. If art didn’t exist, we would live
in a “cookie cutter” world! Diversity! Wonder/Wander! Imagination!
Expression! Creation! Excitement!
Arts and artists are important since they establish the culture of the
community by expressing what they see and sense as attributes.
So many ways! As a source for reflection, identity, or even catalyst for
new perspectives and ideas.
Art creates experience. It can reflect what is but can capture new the
things of old. It provides escape from the mundane and can transform
our mundane experiences.
Art is how we express ourselves. Art is beauty. Art is hope.
To identify groups.

What is the character of Muncie? (For example, Iron Man is
a popular comic book character. If you were to describe
his character to people, what would you say? ...So, if Muncie were a character in a book or movie, how would you
describe it?)
I’m not familiar with Iron Man, but I do feel that if Muncie were to be
a character or movie she would be the leader in advancing goals for
the good of mankind.
Muncie is your friend with all the potential in the world that you just
don’t want to give up on… but at some point if you don’t quit on
them you may be quitting on yourself. Muncie is the naïve anti-hero
whose citizens have the strength and ability to make her a place
worth living in-instead they wait around for local university studies to
show them the way or some hero to arrive and save them. Muncie
is a tragic character who is full of hope but lacks the fortitude/will to

actually be better due to constant internal strife. Have some Freud:
the city government is the ID and BSU SUPER-EGO, while the citizens
are the EGO that try to mediate with little real affect. Basically Muncie
is psychotic. :)
Although Muncie often has a bad reputation because of its loss
of industry, it still has a lot of character and is improving everyday.
Downtown and the Village have both seen recent economic growth
and both continue to grow.
Muncie is an aging, craggy faced, optimistic creature, fortunate to
have a university and a river.
Muncie needs to believe more in itself and its abilities. It needs to step
out and show its culture, art and character through art, small business,
cooperation and collaboration. We are good now, but can BE GREAT
if we support each other more and provide each other with the
individual gifts that we have. If we pool our resources into community
projects of all manner to improve our city on multiple levels: aesthetic,
road quality, food quality - no chains: local, fresh, small locally owned,
neighborhood clean-up, etc. we will thrive and be a place that even
more people want to live in.
Muncie is like a big country town.
That’s a hard one for me because I see first-hand a ton of negative
things going on in Muncie. From child abuse and animal abuse, pit bull
dog fighting, meth raids and heroin busts to beautiful, awesome things
around town. If I had to sum it up, maybe the scale of justice...the
good and the bad, and Muncie in the middle weighing it all.
Muncie is the thirty-something who wakes up and realizes that the
party days of its twenties are over, and it’s now time to grow up and
start taking its role in society seriously – as soon as it cleans up its house.
A Midwestern community that is focused too much on self-serving
interests and not the community as a whole.
I would say it’s shy with a huge vibrant flower in it’s hair. Ball State is
known very well throughout Indiana and in the arts community, but
in terms of Muncie, as a student, I honestly didn’t really hear anything
about the city. I do know they have an art walk twice a year, but other
than that, Muncie is very easy to miss.
Muncie is the sidekick, the one who would have a lot of talent but is
overshadowed by a bigger, stronger, more “out front” kind of person.
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Muncie would win in the “Best Supporting Actor” category.
Iron Man from the movies I have seen is; insightful, wise, fearless,
determined, accomplished and adapts to any situation he is faced
with
Hapless soul with recollections of the past and a blurred vision of the
future Or... A scrappy character not out of central casting, but with
real appeal along the lines of Steve Buscemi, who knows he’s not a
jock but instead draws people in with his talent and understanding of
who he is--gong for the meaty and meaningful roles.
Resilient and tenacious.
A small town that struggles between moving forward and clinging to
old ways.
Muncie seems to be divided into two cultures... the Ball State
community and the blue collar community. Two islands that stand
alone and shall never mingle!
Welcoming, friendly and willing to help but resistant to change
quirky, diverse, emerging, sometimes confused ;)
Muncie is like a textbook.
A character that is struggling to climb a steep mountain without the
help of necessary equipment. There is a constant fight against the
forces of apathy and ignorance but the character continues to hold a
light high in the struggle for something better.
Strong sense of community; up-and-coming; strong grass-roots efforts;
diverse; unique combination of intellectualism, agriculture, and skilled
labor; strong focus on neighborhoods
Muncie and its leaders are its own worst enemy.
Eclectic to slightly confused.
Muncie is so quirky... How many small cities have had such an impact
on pop culture? The city’s image as the United States’ “Middletown”
is indelible and unique, across generations and media. Muncie’s
also a little rough around the edges. It’s seen some hard times with
deindustrialization and loss of high-paying manufacturing jobs over
the years. Whereas this topic (naturally) seems to conjure negative
images, I think its important to reconcile with troubled times and
seize the narrative to spin a positive “rebirth.” The DWNTWN Muncie
marketing campaign comes to mind as a great example... Inspiring
new from old. A city unafraid of change. This definitely makes Muncie

authentic; something competing Indiana cities lack (looking at you,
Fishers and Carmel).
Michelangelo, The artist, architect, engineer & poet. (NOT the Ninja
Turtle!)
Evolving, changing, coming together. I see it as a exciting time for
Muncie.
Muncie is America’s hometown. It is currently changing from an
industrial/farming community to community in transition. It is working to
be a destination city that is committed to the arts.
Muncie is a static force moving forward with action from her sidekick Muncie Action Plan. She has healthy cells that produce art, music,love
for nature, growth opportunites, and strong volunteerism.
Muncie has the great intentions and expectations of a classic lover
trying to find its way and catch up to change in the modern world.
There’s just enough grit and slime lurking throughout Muncie to create
an interesting cast of supporting characters who come together once
in a great while to create a vibe so supremely fantastic it’s hard to not
chalk it up to accident.
I feel like the Appeal to the Great Spirit is a character that everyone
fills with meaning and personality, even if the statue does not have
much personality behind it itself.
So many! Not just one character is a fit. More like a gathering of
people drawn in a cartoon by Sergio Ariones, The Best of Sergio.
Rough but loveable, like Sasquatch.
Everyday Joe
A character that has been down on its luck and has made the
decision to pull allies together to transform itself into a better place for
people to live, work and recreate.
Several characters come to mind. Mark Twain embodies the
wonderful humor that is here. Oprah Winfry embodies the decency
that is evident in the African American community with people like
Mary Dollison and the late Vivian Conley.Kathleen Battle embodies
the phenomenal singing that is evident in the African American
churches. Arrowsmith embodies some of the medical heroes of our
community such as the late Dr. Philip Ball.
From the snoopy strip; Pigpen. The dirt and flys pretty much sums it up.
Wish you had asked what the character of Muncie should be....or
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could be. But, you ask for the character of Munice currently... Hmmm.
If Muncie were a character in a book, I would describe her as down
trod yet resilient.
A small city that is open minded, concerned with it’s children
and aging. We’re somewhat depressed because we’ve .ost our
manufacturing base &^ haven’t find what to relacce it with.
What represents Muncie best to me is a Ball jar filled with a variety of
people, businesses, cultural institutions, buildings, and landscapes.
The Ball Brothers’ cooperative, community-mindedness, sense of
responsibility, entreprenership, and work ethic is much-needed in
Muncie today.
A young person who may seem a little rough around the edges and
has had a share of hardship, but has a heart of gold and doesn’t give
up.
Muncie is a bit of an underdog compared to other larger cities in
Indiana, but it is also a place that is accepting of diversity and a place
where you can easily meet people and get involved.
Muncie is tough, worldly for a small city, able to change albeit slowly.
Muncie can be hard headed, but usually learns from their trials and
tribulations. Muncie is honest and real.
On the rebound
A city built on industry, now working to define itself in the general
absence of industry, while embracing it’s past. A growing creative
class.
Tough, resilient and full of pride in our wonderful community. We are
a community of people that have been through a lot and keep our
heads held high and we make sure people know where we are from.
Someone who got in a work accident and had to have their legs
amputated and has been adapting to a new way of living, but is
generally upbeat about the situation because they have a good
sense of humor and people like them.
Muncie is like that really awesome band that just can’t get that big
record label, meaning it’s got something goin on, but not everyone
can dig it. It’s kind of an aquired taste that not all can see yet.
Muncie’s heart, I feel, is the university, then the blood vessels are the
hard working people who strive to make Muncie a better place to live.
They are the blood vessels that create the paths in which the other

residents of Muncie can flow down and help out, too.
The character of Muncie is one of depression and oppression. The
character is also contrived and controlled. What’s fascinating or
disappointing is we are truly a water or river community, yet we see
almost nothing embracing White River. Many communities would kill
for White River flowing through their communities, but we see it more
as a carrier of our sewage from plant to plant.
Undeserving of all that has befallen it, Muncie is a gem. This city hasn’t
been treated well in the last 30 years but that is changing. She’s in the
rebound. Great things are happening.
Steve Rogers before he became Captain America, spirit without
ability.
She’s had a hard run and a lot of bad luck, but today she’s full of
hope, vigor, and a willingness to do the work to make herself better.
She has a bright and beautiful future.
Eccentric science, artist and inventor.

Where do you want to see public art in Muncie?
Downtown, in the Village, along the Cardinal Greenway and in the
City’s parks.
I would hope to see public art in both the areas that support the arts
and those areas suffering without it. Open the eyes and educate
those with and without it.
All the entrance of downtown, and through out the two main historic
districts off of downtown. The garden mediums through out town
In public parks and on a cultural trail that actually connects
community to commodities.
In the parks, on some street corners...South Bend has some very
interesting kinetic art pieces all over their downtown.
All over the place! I am thrilled at the addition of the PROJECTiONE
sculpture downtown. We have a thriving community of artists at our
fingertips that would love to contribute.
Southside
I’d love to see public art in as many places as possible during all
seasons.
Everywhere, but mostly where kids gather.
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Throughout the city in public spaces with murals on sides of buildings
similar to Rapids City, SD.
Downtown. It’s at the center, close to the Community and close to Ball
State. It’s a beautiful looking area and it should definitely be used to its
full potential.
Random places? Pop-up on abandoned lots? Downtown? Popular
places like Minnetrista (temporary). Spaces re-purposed to show off
art. Maybe in empty storefronts downtown or in / on buildings that are
empty/abandoned/for sale?
Most visible, public places, where appropriate
Filling our pot holes, as Chicago has done. Very creative to see art
appearing where you least expect it and solving a problem everyone
can agree is critical. I would also like to see it proclaiming entrances to
the city, effectively sign posting the creativity within our city limits.
A focus on neighborhood art. Oft times we focus on big names and
big projects that only serve a few. I would love to see this pared down
so that neighborhood communities could have art in their own back
yards as it were.
Everywhere...streets, buildings, parks....
Everywhere!!
Downtown and gateways to the City Perhaps not permanent but ever
changing or combination of both
unexpected places, parks, major thoroughfares, downtown,
neighborhoods
Wherever possible.
Everywhere.
Muncie gateways, parks, mall area
In its archecture, all visual components that make up our city. From the
street lights, parks, sidewalks, to flower and tree placement, individual
neighbor art, along our river, East, West, North and South gateways
into Muncie.
Anywhere and everywhere!
Gateways to the city (especially McGalliard), but in accessible
spaces... Not just something to admire from afar, but a piece that
encourages interaction. The 100 Acres park on the campus of the
Indianapolis Museum of Art is flush with prime examples. Public art
should also try to engage the White River... make the Greenways more

of a destination instead of only a place to travel through. With that
said, I think downtown has had great momentum in recent years... I
think it’s important to step back and prioritize public art projects within
the city’s neighborhoods. Riverside/Normal City, Old West End, Whitely,
South Central... These are where most residents will appreciate the
investment.
downtown, in green spaces, near community gathering places. But
not taking it from the Ball State campus which already has art.
Everywhere possible. It gives the public something to look at and think
about.
In all public places, inside and out side.
I want to see all kinds of appropriate public art installations
everywhere in Muncie. I would really like to see it in places people are
least likely to expect it in hopes that it allows all people to enjoy it &
not any specific socio-economic group.
Continued use of art in parks, perhaps the bike trail, more and more in
restaurants. Art to climb or sit on would be nice in the parks and also to
pose with.
Everywhere. McGalliard is ugly and could use a sporting chance to
influence the droves of faceless, silent ghosts flittering between WalMart and the Muncie Mall to spend money they hope to have one
day. Downtown is a given, help the in-the-know culture get their rocks
off. The Southside never gets a damn thing so they need it the most.
Gateways to downtown, and in public places like downtown, parks,
campus, greenways. Throughout the greater downtown especially in
heavily travelled foot areas.
Schools, hospitals,libraries, banks, courtyards, Art Centers, murals.
Anywhere people meet.
City/county buildings Schools, parks Downtown Muncie mall
Everywhere. In ever area of our city. On the sides of buildings, in parks,
at outside of our convention center, anywhere people are, large
outdoor art that will cause people to want to stop. I would also like to
see some empty lot parks with vegetation, seating and art, perhaps
water features as well.
Youth Opportunity Center will be celebrating its 25th anniversary as
a non-profit, juvenile behavioral treatment center. It has a 65-acre
campus along W. Kilgore Avenue. It would be wonderful for it to be a
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site for Muncie Public Art. Actually, it already has a beautiful sculpture
on its campus that is accessible to the public: Awakening Potential.
You should come out and see it. (Entrance #1 Shafer Giving Plaza)
I would like to see murals on the sides of buildings. I would like to see
statues along the cultural trail. At the university portion of the cultural
trail I would like to see wonderful metal and glass constructions. I
would like to see considerable amounts of performance art in the
commercial areas of Muncie such as the box stores and the mall. The
symphony could provide wonderful holiday treats for the community
before major holidays at the mall. The Canaan Commons downtown
would be an ideal place for dance presentations done by flash mobs
from the university or the various dance schools.
That is debatable. One persons art is another’s trash. Ie look at
tagging as a prime example. How about beautifying by removing the
common ugly. Muncie has a lot of common ugly.
Downtown to help establish the core. Public green spaces. BSU
campus. Greenway. Really, minus Beech Grove, I would think about
anywhere would be good.
Since I’m the Theater Director of Goldspace Inclusive Theater, I pakn
on 4 productions for the coming season where hopefujlly we wll have
many world or U.S. premiers of 1 act plahys.
Everywhere! I do think public art should fit into the context of its setting
to enhance the existing visual environment.
The riverwalk.
I am interested in using wall space for murals, installing sculptures in
the downtown area, and temporary installations to commemorate
important events.
At the forefront of every gateway to the city. In every park and public
space.
Everywhere!
Along the river. in neighborhoods.
Anywhere and everywhere it can be accessed
Everywhere
Everywhere, duh.
More original and driven by artists and community versus a foundation
or one of its controlled nonprofits.
Murals on exterior walls. Art parks including one that could have

interactive/play intentions.
Neighborhoods, parks, in the streets
Downtown, plus major thoroughfares moving towards the heart of
the city. Walnut, Madison, Memorial, Centennial, Wheeling, Bethel,
University, McKinley, McGalliard (just as you enter Muncie from 35).
Also along the White River greenway.
East, west , north and south cooriders.

What would you define as art?
“Art” is anything creative. Every piece of art means something
different to every person who views and/or hears it.
Art or artwork, as in actual pieces of work, is the visual, emotional and/
or intellectual representation of an individual’s creative thoughts.
Sculptures, wall graffiti, (I love all forms, not always abstract)
That which is created. Music. Architecture. Crafts. Thrifts. Fashion. Life is
art, everything is art.
Art is any object created, adorned, manipulated, composed, built, or
painted for the purpose of pleasing the artist or others.
Something conceived of with creative intent. Something of aesthetic
interest and possibly functional, but perhaps not.
Everything
Art is music, plants, statues, pictures, exhibits, live acting.
Anything that evokes an emotional response, without having to
provide any explanation for what it is.
Expressions of color, thoughts and images in all media that cause the
viewer to relax and think about the subect.
Art is the medium we as people use to express ourselves, whether it be
fine art, dance, theatre, literature, movies, or what ever else we as a
people could create.
sculpture, dance, theater, music, painting. All the creative things.
Tasteful, challenging, intriguing
Any creative visual expression
A purposeful expression intended to evoke a response.
Uplifting scenes, pieces that stir imagination, capture history....
Creative endeavors...things of beauty...things that make you think and
feel...imaginative things
To hard to narrow down what is art but in one word Expression
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sky’s the limit! but I personally enjoy murals and sculpture in terms of
bringing people together.
Any creative endeavor.
Sculpture, painting, murals, music, theater, dance, landscaping,
design, architecture
Paintings, murals, statues, photographs, architecture, etc.
Art crosses all mediums. I usually categorize art in two very large
families: performing arts (e.g. ballet, orchestras) and visual arts
(painting, sculpture, tech). When the two mesh... That’s truly awesome,
in the real sense of the word. Think an evening light show sequence
on Canan Commons tuned to the notes of the Muncie Symphony
Orchestra.
Sculpture, collage, painting & drawing, mixed media, fabric pieces
that are designed primarily for its aesthetics, though it could be useful
as well
Anything that grabs you or draws you to it. Fun to look at or wear.
There are all kinds of ways of defining art through music, abstracts,
sculptures, painting, etc.
Art is many things. It can be sculptures, murals, graffiti, installations such
as the ones done by Projectone. It can also be more formal in nature
as well. I do think the art should reflect the places it’s located. I don’t
live on the south side of Muncie, but many people do live there. Why
doesn’t someone ask those neighborhood groups what they want?
They need to develop some community pride in & take responsibility
for any installations located there if the art is to survive. This is true of
all neighborhoods. Don’t put art there that they don’t like or will never
understand or it will be vandalized.
Art is the inner being of a person expressed through visual art, music,
drama, gardening, dancing, poetry, writing, cooking, and last but not
least creative verbal communication with others. Basically I see art as
creative expression of any kind exposed to all those around.
Anything a person creates with the intent of showing, talking about,
and defending as art. Duchamp and Dadists blew it open, modern
performance art, video, installation, music all dance around it like
nymphs around a flame. Graffiti, real and raw or city commissioned is
one of the purest forms of self expression. These answers are art.
I would define art loosely, through statues, sculptures, pairings,

murals, or even cleverly designed lights, benches, and roads. While
I appreciate some of the more modern and contemporary art in
Muncie, such as the sculpture at Cornerstone Park, I appreciate the
traditional statues in Muncie, such as Appeal, Passing, Benny, and
even McCullough. While I think there is room to deviate from tradition,
I think it is important to remember the tradition and culture of bronze
statues in Muncie and continue that in some way.
Art can be created by humans during various stages of life. Art can be
made with any material on hand, tradional or not. Art can be seen,
heard or felt. It can evoke or provoke a response from the audience. It
does not need to be beautiful and can be disturbing.
Something created with the purpose of inspiring the imagination.
An expression of the soul!
Art is the result of the creative process of an artist. It is an ordering
of color and space in such a way that viewers find it aesthetically
pleasing. It is an expression of what our culture finds important to
remember and comment upon as we experience the processes
inherent in life.
Anything can be art. Public art needs to follow the common opinion,
not an individual. If 8 out of 10 think is beautiful, then you are on to
something
Ha!! Why would you want it defined? What is art to me might not be
to you....or you might define art and have somebody else squawk at
your definition. Art can be anything. Now, had you asked about Public
Art, then we’d need to discuss what is art....or more specifically what is
art that is acceptable to the pubic eye.
Obviously art, but also theater, symphonies, opera, ballet, songs,
dance, choruses and all the other fine arts.
In the context of this survey, I will define art as human-made pieces
which express an idea and/or feeling in a manner which stirs the
viewer and creator(s) in ways which engage the mind and one of
more of the senses.
Anything that gets people talking.
Anything created with intention is art. Public art specifically, though,
has to have an element of diplomacy because the general public
has to live with it. That’s not to say that public art has to be generic or
boring, but it should have a civic purpose and the creators of public
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art should involve the community they’re creating for in the design
process.
Sculpture, paintings, murals, and music.
Sculpture, wall murals, hanging art
anything creative, could include sculpture, graffiti (in allowed areas),
murals, permanent or temporary installations
Tough question. Everyone has their own idea of art
Just about anything that someone has chosen to personalize.
Anything that stimulates mentally, visually, sonically and makes
you experience something, whether it’s just a feeling of awe, or
wanderment, or just trying to figure out what the hell something is.
It can be anything someone put creative juices toward to make
something unique.
Art has many facets from poetry to creative writing, murals, graffiti,
sculptures, water displays, etc.
Anything can be art, really. It’s all about intention.
An expression of one’s self through a material production or
performance.
For public art I’m most interested in sculptures, murals, and artistic spins
on existing items (like crosswalks, electric boxes, and fire hydrants). I’m
not getting into the broad-ass question of how I define art as a whole.
Color, imagination

Do you attend “First Thursdays” downtown? Why or why
not?
No, but I plan on going someday! I usually can’t get one of my friends
to go with me and I would feel slightly uncomfortable going by myself
=/.
Yes! I have been actively involved in hosting First Thursday events for
over ten years at our studio and feel that it offers those who attend an
opportunity to take part in an event that showcases the Downtown
Arts District and all that it has to offer. There really is more to Muncie
than McGalliard and First Thursdays make that very clear.
I have, but not on a regular basis. I feel it still lacks in appealing to the
broad audience of individuals that live in the area.
No. Cliquey. Events in no way reach out to the rest of the city and

downtown is NOT the only place in the city doing things, just the only
place receiving GOV support to do so. Events are usually funded by
local foundations and are generally boring/conservative in nature.
There is no edge or appeal to go dwntwn.
I do when I can. I love to look at the art and to visit with other people
who appreciate it.
Yes, sometimes.
No. I don’t like any of the events. Also I don’t want to drive there and
look for parking.
Yes, I attend when my schedule permits. I’ve been a vendor at
these events as well and would love to see them grow and occur
more frequently or at least continue through the fall and winter
somehow. Confining First Thursdays to just summer is a disservice to our
community.
Every month. Some months are better than others, and the
construction hasn’t helped. I like being out and about amongst
people that are enjoying themselves, and not in a rush to get from
point A to point B. Also, I see (and sometimes purchase) some cool
shit. :-)
Yes, but not on regular basis. Beyond the few galleries that are open
and the occasional YART Sales, there is little to create a unified interest.
October ArtWalk is the exception and is well done.
No, because I’ve never heard of First Thursdays, to be perfectly
honest.
At times, when convenient or if friends are participating.
Sorry, live in Whiting, Indiana. Was in Muncie last year for this workshop
and it all was outstanding
Yes, so I can see what’s going on at the galleries etc. and run into a lot
of people I know.
YES! Good JuJu! There is a vibe that comes alive each First Thursday;
one that sustains the public’s interest for the remaining days of the
month.
No. Health.
Yes...because I am an artist and sometimes participate...sometimes
just mingle and enjoy.
Yes Perfect example of the community gathering together with many
diversified options for entertainment
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yes! fun way to bump into other people interested in supporting local
businesses and artistic efforts.
I have in the past but am too old now.
When I can yes. But I am often too busy trying to get work done in the
sculpture studio.
I usually attend the Arts Walk in October because there are lots of
activities in close proximity. Typically, First Thursday events are spread
out and more difficult to browse.
Yes and have for several years. It showcases local talent, pulls the city
together, ads a lot of positive energy to the downtown area.
I attend a couple of times a year and really enjoy it. I’d attend more
often if it was on a different night.
As a recent former Muncie resident, I only attended First Thursday
once downtown.
Usually because I see people & hear ideas & know what’s going on.
It’s fun!
Yes. It is a blast.
Yes, we do attend. We like to sponsor the downtown, we like music
and love to see and buy the artisans crafts. This is a great event for
downtown.
I used to go every month. Things are getting more & more spread out
& my mobility issues don’t allow me to do it as much. I’m an artist and
have shown my work around town regularly, but almost no sales come
from 1st Thursday’s. People enjoy looking, but rarely buy.
I come every month. I introduce others to it at times. Sometimes I go
alone so that I can flow creatively with people. I love talking to the
artists about their work and to others about the art that is displayed. I
love the social element....the community aspect of it.
As often as possible but the number of exhibiting spaces seems to be
dwindling steadily. Maybe more pop-up shows, street musicians, belly
dancers, and tattooed freaks would help?
Not typically. I would prefer more food specials or intellectually
stimulating discussions/events than looking to buy art.
Yes, often. I enjoy the sight, the sound, and the feel of Art.
I often forget, or am busy with other projects.
Sometimes. I love the feeling of community and want to see it grow. I
want to be known by local businesses and be called by my first name.

Not very often. But when I do I always enjoy it.
I regularly attend First Thursday for a variety of reasons. Often it is to
see the new works of one of Muncie’s very talented visual artists.
Sometimes I attend just to see particular friends and discuss issues that
are important in my life. I also attend to see various performances that
occur during the year. First Thursday is an experience that suggests
that very rich artistic life of this community and the important impact
that the university has on that life.
Not yet, I do go downtown for concerts on the commons, but those
are usually fri or sat. Combining the events would help, and the
synergy makes sence.
I do on occasion. Why? I enjoy the energy downtown and it is often
just the excuse I needed to be down there. Wish I could get down
there more----just too busy with 3 kids and all their evening activities.
So far I haven’t except for Gordy’s briefly before I attended a
rehearsal. Since I don’t drive and there is no evening bus service, that
complicates my life.
Seldom, although I support the event in spirit. Sometimes the time
frame is not workable for me, but more often than not, it is because I
have no one to go with. Experiencing art is better when accompanied
by conversation and exchange of opinions. I hope performing arts
can be added in the future.
No, because I was not aware of the program.
I do when I am able to attend. I enjoy seeing new art exhibits,
attending special events like the outdoor movies or concerts, and
being out downtown when there are a lot of people to interact with.
Yes. I learn from it and love to see the people of Muncie out on the
streets of downtown enjoying the city.
Yes, love them.
Yes! To see new locally created art, to socialize, snacks and wine!
Occasionally, I typically cannot make it due to work and
commitments of my children
Of course, because there is art.
Absolutely, when I am able to! It’s important to support local art and
everything else local to help our city’s economy flowing! Supporting
‘small’ keeps unique businesses going, otherwise we would have to
shop at the “wal-marts” of stores and pardon my French, but f*ck that!
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*sorry*
Yes, on occasion. I enjoy the gathering of people, but why not move
it around Muncie? Why is “downtown” the only hub for Muncie? Is
it possible that we have only one gathering place for Muncie, yet
within blocks of downtown, we have the worst slums and drug infested
neighborhoods.
Yes. I have participated three times in the past I. Different ways
including exhibiting my work as well as organizing a stop on the event.
I plan on having a studio open house during next month’s events. I do
feel that a lot of people still don’t know about it.
Oh yes! Love the public art scene mixed with the taverns and social
atmosphere of the event.
Yes and no. I’ve been to a couple of galleries on First Thursday, but
I’m primarily interested in First Thursday offerings like the Art Reel at
the Fickle Peach, the YART sale, etc. I wish there was more shopping
downtown and more choices for restaurants.
Some times. Needs to be more concentrated then grow.

Example RFQs
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
COLLINGWOOD AVE ISLANDS PROJECT
Funded by the City of Toledo 1% for Art Program
Administered by the Arts Commission of Greater Toledo
PROJECT INTENT
The City of Toledo is planning a transportation infrastructure project that will completely repave Collingwood Ave between
Monroe and Central. The repavement project will implement a number of changes including the addition of several islands
along the busy thoroughfare. The Arts Commission of Greater Toledo (Arts Commission) seeks to commission a new
work of public art to be installed in partnership with this transportation infrastructure project. The commissioned project will
be a permanent site specific artwork that utilizes a number of the new and existing islands along Collingwood Ave
between Ashland and Central. The Arts Commission is requesting qualifications from interested artists & artist teams.
The artists’ willingness to learn in-depth
about the community and have a dialogue
with interested community members from
which to apply the concepts is integral
toward developing the artwork(s).

*Highlighted in yellow is one of the existing islands located at the
intersection of Collingwood and Ashland

The artwork(s) must be durable, low
maintenance, and appropriate to the
location. The artist should take into
consideration the high amount of pedestrian
and automobile traffic within the area, light
(both natural and electric), and the Midwest
climate when designing the artwork.
Works in a variety of media and forms will
be
considered.
Although
the
Arts
Commission does not endorse any
restrictions on any particular artistic content,
in making decisions the project’s Artist
Selection Panel will consider the fact that
neighborhood residents and visitors will see
this artwork(s).
ABOUT COLLINGWOOD AVENUE
Positioned just outside of Toledo’s Downtown area, Collingwood Ave is an important Avenue in the city center. The street
runs north south and serves as a connector for east west streets that link the city to the outlaying neighborhoods. It is
also home to a number of historic and architectural landmarks including; a.) Scott High School, b.) Collingwood Arts
Center, c.) Rosary Cathedral, and d.)Old West End Neighborhood.

a.

b.

c.

d.

BUDGET
The City of Toledo 1% for Art budget for this project is $100,000. The budget includes all costs associated with the project
including, but not limited to: artist’s design fee, travel, materials, fabrication costs, documentation, and transportation and
installation of the work.
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Call to Artists
Request for Qualifications (RFQ)
Project Title: Welcome Race Fans!
Budget (per artist): $1,000
Deadline for Submissions: Monday, November 16, 2015 at 5:00 p.m. (EDT)
Program Specifics
In celebration of the 100th running of the Indy 500, a race that has become
internationally synonymous with Indianapolis, the Arts Council will partner with the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway to make art and artists a part of this historic occasion.
The goal of this program is to help acknowledge the influence and international
reputation of the Indy 500 and share with the public the broad variety of styles, media,
and artists Indiana has to offer.
One of the most visible and iconic visuals associated with May in Indianapolis is the
blanketing of the city with "Welcome Race Fans" signs. Some are corporate sponsored
ads, while others are hand crafted by loyal fans. This iconic symbol will be used as the
basis of a citywide art initiative to present commissioned artworks from 33 Indiana
artists. The number of artists represents the 33 drivers who are selected to participate in
the Indy 500.
Each of the 33 artists will be paid $1,000 each and asked to create their own version of
a “Welcome Race Fans” sign in their own style and medium. The artists will retain
ownership and copyright in the work, but during the months of April and May of 2016,
the original artworks will appear all over the city including at the Indianapolis
International Airport, the Indianapolis Artsgarden, Indianapolis Motor Speedway, lobbies
of corporate sponsor headquarters, and other public spaces. In addition, reproductions
of selected artworks will be used to create a limited edition commemorative poster to be
shared with the community as a visual reminder of the highly visible collaboration of art
and motorsports.
Artists will be asked to create a unique piece of artwork that reflects their own style and
practice. Racing need NOT be a part of your artwork design, however; if you would like
to incorporate racing as a theme into the work, please note that the IMS visual and
messaging theme for the 100th running is partially inspired by the modernist art
movement known as Futurism. The Italian movement, popular in the early 20th century,
emphasized speed, movement, and technological change, all of which are very
appropriate as the Indianapolis Motor Speedway looks forward to the next 100 years.

1

Example RFPs
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
ARTIST DESIGNED BIKE RACKS 2014
Funded by the City of Toledo 1% for Art Program
Administered by The Arts Commission

PROJECT INTENT
The Arts Commission is seeking designs for Phase 3
of the Artist Designed Bike Racks project. This third
phase of the project will place artist designed bike
racks in downtown Toledo and surrounding
neighborhoods. Similar to the first two phases of this
initiative, we are looking for designs for bike racks
that can accommodate two bicycles, one on each side
of the rack (similar to traditional “U” shaped racks)
and that will represent Toledo’s unique aesthetic and
cultural identity. Designs are now being accepted for
this project and all local artists (see ELIGIBILITY for
specific geographic boundaries) are encouraged to
participate. Winning designs will hit the streets in
2014.

Regular Bike Rack

Artist Designed Bike
Rack

HONORARIUM
Winning entries will receive a $500 honorarium.
SELECTION
A Design Review Board composed of arts advocates, bicycle advocates and other community stakeholders
will be responsible for selecting the winning designs. More information on the Design Review Board process
can be found in the Art in Public Places portion of The Arts Commission’s website.
www.theartscommission.org.
FABRICATION & INSTALLATION
No fabrication skills are necessary to enter this competition. The Arts Commission will be responsible for
fabrication and installation of winning bike rack designs.
MODIFICATIONS
Selected designs will be produced with the intention of replicating the design as closely as possible, but The
Arts Commission reserves the right to modify the designs when it is necessary for fabrication.
ELIGIBILITY
The competition is open to all artists working in the following counties; Allen, Defiance, Fulton, Hancock,
Henry, Lucas, Ottawa, Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca, Van Wert, Williams, Wood, and Wyandot
counties in Ohio, and Lenawee and Monroe counties in Michigan, regardless of race, color, religion, national
origin, gender, age, military status, sexual orientation, marital status, or physical or mental disability.

The Arts Commission, Artist Designed Bike Racks 2014: Call for Artists
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Administered by the The Arts Commission in partnership with Toledo-Detroit Outdoor Media

DESCRIPTION

Toledo is home to a growing number of digital
billboards. These giant computer screens are
mounted high above the streets and allow advertisers
to blast their message out to thousands of potential
customers or patrons on a daily basis. The content
that runs on these giant screens typically loops on a
regular schedule showing each ad for approximately
8 seconds.

artworks for consideration for this project. All
submissions MUST follow the submission guidelines
below.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Artworks must be submitted digitally in JPEG format
and using the following pixel dimensions exactly; 936
x 256 (W x H) at 72dpi. Submissions which do not
conform to these guidelines will be disqualified.

What would happen if some of the slides in the
rotation on these billboards were not intended to
promote, advertise or advocate for a particular cause
or product? What if some of the slides were designed
simply to enhance our City’s aesthetic and cultural
identity?

SELECTION PROCESS

The Arts Commission and Toledo Detroit Outdoor
Media are working together to explore this idea in a
project called the Toledo Digital Billboard Art Project.
The project will utilize two local digital billboards,
which are owned by Toledo Detroit Outdoor Media, to
exhibit a series of artworks with the sole intent of
beautifying the City of Toledo for 8 seconds at a time.
This project is designed to add to our city’s growing
reputation as a center of creativity and culture, and to
remind viewers that (despite what is communicated
in the media) Toledo is a vibrant and enjoyable place
to live and work.

SELECTED ARTWORKS

WE NEED YOU

The Arts Commission is seeking submissions of
original artwork for this initiative. Any local artist or
team of artists (see eligibility for details) working in
any medium or discipline may submit up to 3

10 artworks will be selected from the pool of
submissions to be displayed on the digital billboards
as part of the TDBAP. Selection will be made by a jury
panel composed of a cross section of art
professionals and community stakeholders.

Selected artworks will be displayed temporarily on
two digital billboards as part of the regular rotation of
ads. The billboards are located at the corner of
Monroe & Secor and the corner of Central & Secor.

CRITERIA

Selected artworks will be aesthetically pleasing,
positive and uplifting in nature, and will differentiate
themselves from the visual characteristics of the
advertisements that are typically seen on digital
billboards.

ELIGIBILITY

The competition is open to all artists working in the
following counties; Allen, Defiance, Fulton, Hancock,
Henry, Lucas, Ottawa, Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky,
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The following criteria will be used by the Muncie Public Art Committee to review the RFP submittals in order to select a winning proposal:
The following criteria will be used by the Muncie Public Art Committee to review the RFP submittals in order to
select a winning proposal:
Application

Circle:

The application is fully complete and well organized.
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Qualifications
The artist demonstrates appropiate qualifications, experience, and technical
abilities for the project.
Creativity
The design demonstrates strong creative, innovative and conceptual skills and
artistic merit.
Suitability
The project is sensitive to the social, historical, and environmental context of the site.
Spirit
The project reflects the following character of Muncie: diverse, hidden culture,
resilient community.
Impact
The design positively enriches the integrity, diversity, and interest of the site.
Medium
The design’s style, media, quality of materials, and scale are appropiate to the site.
Safety
The project’s design is safe and accessible for all public audiences, visitors and
users.
Maintenance
The design takes into consideration realistic maintenance procedures required to
ensure longevity of materials used.
Feasibility
The design is considerate to the budget and timeline required of the project.

Total Points__________
Note: Additional 2 (TWO) bonus points will be awarded to any artists from within the Muncie community.
Artist Name:______________________
Title of Art:______________________

Source: projectione.com

